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Despite restrictions imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic on crowd sizes and
the number of persons allowed to assemble, celebrants of this year’s Diwali
festivities found novel ways to overcome the constraints and maintain the
spirit of the occasion. One way was a broadcast on November 8 of the
grand musical extravaganza, Ayee Diwali 2020, which was viewed worldwide via Youtube, Facebook, and on other social media. The program was
based in New York and featured several well-known artistes from Canada
and the US, among them Terry Gajraj, Geeta Bisram, Steve Mohabir,
Ami Sha, Randy Recklez, Ravi Babooram, Alex Shay, Navin & Hemant
Ramsaran Maharaj, Devin Ramoutar, and the Amar Geet group. The program was hosted by DJ Navin and Ryan Bemaul. Representing Canada
was The Wave Band (in photo above), with (from left), Omesh Singh on
the keyboard, Khaydan Pardassie on rhythm guitar, Sudesh Siewkumar on
bass, and Avin Singh on drums.

Little Guyana lights up NY
www.omesh.com

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

By Dhanpaul Narine
the streets of Richmond Hill holding
hulmattie Yankarran is a mem- diyas, magnificent floats, and the chantber of the legendary Yankarran ing of popular songs to mark Diwali.
family of Trinidad and Tobago. The neon sign across the street formed
The Queens community was lucky to a splendid backdrop to the 2020 prohave her perform at the 2020 Diwali gram. Lakshmee Singh welcomed all.
program in Richmond Hill. The celebraThere were messages from prominent
tions this year were
representatives and
curtailed because of
the cultural perthe pandemic.
formances embelHowever, this did
lished the proceedings. ‘Mother
not detract from the
Lakshmee’
in
sanctity of the occathe
form
of
sion as the Divya
Steffinie Komala
Jyoti Association,
Karamchand, was
led by Lakshmee
escorted to her
Singh, planned a
seat by members
wonderful program
of the Divya Jyoti
to observe Diwali.
Association and
The event was held
she proved to be
in ‘Little Guyana’
a great choice.
at the head of 133
Dharamacharya
Streets and Liberty
Anand Maharaj
Avenue, a place that
of the Saravadeo
has come to symPhulmattie Yankarran
Mandir gave the
bolise the aspira-
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tions and ethos of the Indo-Caribbean
immigrant. If there were no pandemic,
thousands would have taken part in the
annual Diwali Motorcade that attracted
a wide cross-section of the Queens community. It was only a year ago that the
community saw over 10,000 persons in
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Ali’s Roti Shop
1446 Queen St. W.
Close Ave
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Lansdowne

Open 7 Days from 10 am to 10 pm

opening prayer and called for unity.
This was echoed by Pandit Mahendra
Doobay of Bhavanee Maa Mandir and
Pandit Satish Deo, of Akaash Vani.
One of the highlights of the evening,
was the presence of Bahen Dolly Singh
See page 15: Diwali’s lights

Paul Ram

Kamla Persad-Bissessar

Membership
support for
UNC leader
Port-of-Spain – Oropouche
East MP Dr Roodal Moonilal
threw his support behind Kamla
Persad-Bissessar on Monday, saying he believes she is the leader to
guide the party into government
in 2025.
The
Oropouche
East
Constituency executive committee also endorsed PersadBissessar ahead of the UNC’s
December 6 internal elections.
While supporting PersadBissessar, Moonilal also acknowledged her lone challenger Vasant
Bharath for his service in the
UNC-led People’s Partnership
government between 2010-2015.
Additionally, Moonilal indicated
the committee holds no ill-will
towards any candidate, and had
unanimously decided to support
Persad-Bissessar.
While the UNC lost several elections under PersadBissessar’s leadership, Moonilal
said the defeats were not only his
leader’s responsibility.
“Democracy requires a choice
between what is available. When
we looked at the persons available, it was clear to us, in having the discussion, that PersadBissessar has the experience, the
expertise and she can preside
over the rebuilding of the party,”
he said.
He added, “She can preside
over the expansion of the party,
See Page 9: UNC

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking
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Instant quote online: www.moneyfreedom.ca
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Sajad Gulamali
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1446 Queen St. W. Toronto
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Tel: 416-532-7701

Advance Selling System
House matching services
Mass email to prospective Buyers
Targeted Social Media Advertising
3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
Electronic Signature
We take all precautions

$449,900

$469,900
Luxury Condo

Big Home Big Lot

Perched on the 23rd floor above the Toronto skyline. You can sit on the open-air balcony enjoying
the breath-taking view, relax in the sauna, or take
a swim in the mini-Olympic pool. This building has
a gym, covered parking with car wash, concierge,
and a business room. Call for more details.

Impressive home on a 60 by 175 feet lot. Features
4 bedrooms, living room, family room, main floor
den, 2 washrooms and 5-car parking. Great Buy.

$499,900

$499,900

Handsome

Tall Ceilings! Great Character & Charm

The Old Bank with 10’ ceilings and tall windows,
all fully restored. Can be converted to 2 families
or make it a lovely family home where you can
work downstairs and live upstairs.

Here is a great opportunity to own this lovely
detached home with garage, 3 bedrooms, living
and dining room, and a finished basement. It’s a
great investment.

$499,900

$529,000

Cute as a Button!

Affordable Solutions

Best Buy in Area! Features, 4 bedrooms, 3 washrooms, a finished basement, Garage, hardwood
floors and all appliances. Located near all amenities. Appliances are included.

Trade your condo for this lovely family home with
3 bedrooms, 2 washrooms, garage, open concept
living and dining room and stainless steel appliances. This home is nicely kept and offers flexible
closing. Call today!

$749,900

Bona Fide Bargain. Owner occupied duplex on
8.73 acres. It comes with a 20 by 20 heated
workshop with 200 Amps and running water.
Ideal for social distancing.
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$549,789
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This Gets the Nod!
Smashing value. Impressive home w/hardwood &
bamboo flrs, 3-sided firepl., lge eat-in kitch., gar.
& 2 car parking. You’ll enjoy the master bdrm with
a full ensuite & walk-in closet. Deluxe appls. incl.,
on-demand hot water sys., gas stove, gas dryer,
washer, fridge & built-in dishwasher. Neat Bargain!
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Closer study needed with immigration plan
It is quite likely that in a matter of years, most manufacturBy Pradip Rodrigues
ing companies and warehouses here in Canada won’t be needing
New Canadian Media
t is hard to find anyone who doubts Canada’s need for im- more than a few dozen workers to oversee the robots.
Another big employer, Loblaws, began investing heavily in
migrants, the only point of disagreement seems to be the
artificial intelligence and automation at the company’s offices,
number of immigrants Canada admits each year.
In September, the Department of Immigration’s annual track- distribution centres and stores in 2019.
So, it is quite possible that those politicians and mostly smalling study found that four in ten Canadians believed immigration quotas were too high, and 52 percent of the surveyed agreed business owners who are up at night worrying about impending
labour shortages are not taking into account
with the statement that “Canada should fothe rapid pace at which artificial intelligence
cus on helping unemployed Canadians rathand other technologies are expected to siger than looking for skilled immigrants for
nificantly reduce their staffing needs.
our workforce”.
Thousands of employees working at some
This poll obviously wasn’t taken into acof Canada’s top companies are expected to
count because last week Minister of Immiwork from home even after the pandemic
gration, Refugees and Citizenship Marco
passes. Technological improvements over
Mendicino announced a plan to bring in 1.2
the past year has made it possible for any
million new immigrants over the next three
company to outsource an even greater numyears – a historic high for the country.
ber of jobs.
Few would argue with the need to bring
There is little stopping a company from hirin around 300,000 immigrants annually, but
ing a software engineer anywhere in the world
increasing that number at a time when 1.8
and giving him or her the option of working
million people in Canada are officially catfrom “home” without setting foot in Canada.
egorised as unemployed (as of September)
Technology makes “attracting” the best brains
has taken many aback.
and talent from around the world possible on
It seems to me that apart from politicians,
Marco Mendicino
a scale that could never have been imagined.
immigration consultants, manufacturing
Immigration has historically been a convenient way to adand business associations, there is little appetite among many
Canadians for high levels of immigration during an economic dress labour shortfalls which could last for decades; however in
today’s fast-changing economy, it may not be wise to bring in
crisis brought about by Covid-19.
The rationale offered by Mendicino is that since the pandemic permanent residents to essentially do jobs that are expected to
struck, immigrants and international students played a promi- become redundant in a matter of years.
By 2034, immigration will account for 100 percent of Canada’s
nent role as front-line workers in grocery stores, warehouses,
population growth, as the number of deaths is expected to exceed
and in long-term care facilities.
The Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters Association is the number of births. There will have to be a steady influx of imvery supportive of high immigration numbers, and is on record migrants, but not in the numbers we see today. While most Canastating that the immigration numbers for the next three years dians have been led to believe that fewer immigrants would lead
to the collapse of the economy, perhaps one could point to Japan
are too modest, given the shortfall of admissions in 2020.
As the Business Council of Canada President and CEO Goldy which is facing a steep population decline. In 2014, its populaHyder said in a statement, “There is widespread agreement tion was 127 million and is expected to shrink to 107 million by
across party lines that immigration is essential to long-term eco- 2040. Not wanting to stoke xenophobia, the government has not
nomic growth. Newcomers bring energy, skills, new ideas and resorted to mass immigration despite a growing labour shortage.
entrepreneurial spirit. They start companies, fill skill shortages, There is more acceptance of automation and robots than for immigration and companies are automating at record speed.
buy houses, and pay taxes.”
At some point in the near future, Canada will have to become
According to StatsCan, as of August, there were still 2.2 million unemployed people in Canada. The unemployment rate for more creative when it comes to dealing with its labour shortages.
There is plenty of evidence that in previous Canadian recespeople aged 15 to 69 was 11.3 percent. As of September, it hovsions new immigrants suffered high rates of chronic unemployered around nine percent.
But Canada’s unemployment rate would likely be much high- ment and underemployment, sometimes with lasting effect – a
er had it not been for the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy, phenomenon referred to as the “scarring effect”.
For example, immigrants who had been in Canada for less
which has ensured that employers continue to keep on their rolls
than five years preceding the 2009 economic downturn suffered
3.7 million Canadian workers.
The CEWS will continue until June 2021, after which a spike job losses at a rate far more than their Canadian-born peers.
in unemployment is a distinct possibility. Most companies During the current Covid-19 pandemic, several visible minoracross the country are restructuring their businesses, reducing ity groups have significantly higher rates of joblessness, such as
South Asian (17.8 percent), Arab (17.3 percent), and Black (16.8
staff and investing more in automation.
Amazon, one of Canada’s largest employers, with 21,000 full- percent) Canadians.
Whether Canada sinks deeper into recession after governand part-time staff, as well as its rivals, are increasingly requiring
warehouse employees to get used to working with robots. Ama- ment subsidies dry up in mid-2021 or rebounds is anybody’s
zon alone now has more than 200,000 robotic vehicles it calls guess. Public hostility toward immigrants could rise and xeno“drives” that are moving goods through its delivery-fulfilment phobes could blame them for worsening a bad economic situacentres around the US. That’s double the number it had last year tion when immigrants themselves could well be hurting more
than the average out-of-work Canadian.
and up from 15,000 units in 2014.

DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET
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Ontario govt updates Covid-19 ‘Safe & Open’ framework

Toronto — In response to the rapid increase in Covid-19
cases across Ontario the Provincial government has updated
its “Keeping Ontario Safe and Open Framework” lowering the
thresholds for each level within the framework. The government’s announcement on November 13 stated that these updates
will help limit the spread of Covid-19 while keeping schools
open, maintaining health system capacity, protecting the province’s most vulnerable, and avoiding broader lockdowns.
The latest modelling shows that if the number of new cases
continues to grow at its current rate, the province could register
up to 6,500 new cases per day by mid-December. Within the
next two weeks the province will likely exceed its intensive care
threshold of 150 beds, under any potential scenario.
The framework changes are in response to the current data
and trends, and will lower the threshold for each of the five levels
for weekly incidence rates, positivity rate, effective reproductive
number (Rt), outbreak trends, and the level of community transmission. Based on these new thresholds, the following public
health unit regions moved to the following levels in the framework effective November 16, 2020:
Red-Control: Hamilton Public Health Services; Halton Region Public Health; Toronto Public Health; York Region Public
Health.
Orange-Restrict: Brant County Health Unit; Durham Region
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Health Department; Eastern Ontario Health Unit; Niagara Region Public Health; Wellington-Dufferin-Guelph Public Health;
Region of Waterloo Public Health.
Yellow-Protect: Huron Perth Public Health; Middlesex-London Health Unit; Public Health Sudbury & Districts; Southwestern Public Health; Windsor-Essex County Health Unit.
For the full list of public health region classifications, visit
Ontario.ca/COVID19.
For long-term care homes, visitor restrictions apply to public
health regions within the Orange-Restrict and Red-Control levels in the framework.
The announcement states that the framework takes a gradual
approach that includes introducing preventative measures earlier
to help avoid broader closures, and allow for additional public
health and workplace safety measures to be introduced or removed incrementally. It categorises public health unit regions into
five levels: Green-Prevent, Yellow-Protect, Orange-Restrict, RedControl, and Lockdown being a measure of last and urgent resort.
According to the announcement, assignments to the current
levels would last for a minimum of 28 days or two-incubation
periods, at which time the status of these public health unit regions will be reassessed on a weekly basis.
However, movement to a more restrictive zone will be considered sooner if there are rapidly worsening trends.

Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
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Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
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SmileVille Dental
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Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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KNK RENOVATIONS
• Kitchen • Bathroom • Basement • Hardwood Floor
• Tiles • Plumbing • Painting....and more
* No Job Too Small * Prompt * Efficient
* Dependable * References Available
ANIL

647-280-8755

anilroopnaraine@hotmail.com
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Experienced Family and Real Estate Lawyer s

CRIMINAL LAW
• Impaired Driving
• Robbery
• Fraud
• Theft
• Assault

• Bail Hearings
• Mischief
• Weapons Offences
• Drug Offences
• Young Offenders

IMMIGRATION LAW
• Spousal Sponsorships
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• Detention Reviews

• Admissibility Hearings
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• Citizenship Applications
• Citizenship Appeals

Tel: (416) 234-1446 • Fax: (416) 234-0154
8 Beamish Dr ive, Tor onto, ON M9B 3P3 (Near Kipling Subwa y Station)
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RESHMA AUDHO
PHOTOGRAPHER

Sunday November 22, 2020		
4:30 P.M. – 6:00 P.M.
Guests of Honour
Hon. Bob Soraya MP
Hon. Logan Kanapathi MPP
&
Dy. Mayor Mr Don Hamilton
More Info:

Tel: 647-237-9816

email: rdaudho@hotmail.com
www.tintaleephotography.com
/tintaleephotography
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Program: Lighting of diya, invocation, keynote address, entertainment
Address by President of Vedic Cultural Centre Anand Rupnarain & Prasad
Vedic Cultural Centre
4349 14th Ave., Markham, ON (905) 475-5778
Event Organised by: United Hindus Federation of Canada
Email: uhfcan@outlook.com
		

Yash Kapur
416.835.9030
Parbhat Soad
647.609.0321

@tintaleephotography

Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188

info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
Media available to broadcast proceedings.
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Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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Editorial

Remittances infected

T

he Covid-19 pandemic undermining national
economies is now infecting remittance flows, with
the World Bank projecting an exponential decline
to recipient nations throughout the world. According to its
latest figures, our region is not immune, with the decline
in funds being sent into Latin America and the Caribbean
estimated to be around $96 billion (all currency in US)
this year, a drop of 0.2 percent from 2019.
This is not good news for many of us abroad who are
supporting vulnerable families back home, and are hobbled through forced isolation and lockdowns; we are also
facing reduced incomes due to less work, and even worse,
many of us are unemployed. Of course, our predicament
ripples across to relatives in the homelands who rely heavily on our remittances, in many cases not as a supplement
to their earnings, but as a major source of annual income.
As the World Bank has noted, the projected fall in remittances across the globe would see the sharpest decline
in recent history, and is largely triggered by Covid-19 impacting on national economies, wages, and on employment. These negative impacts are particularly notable
in the case of migrant workers abroad, who are typically
more vulnerable to loss of employment and earnings during an economic crisis in their host counties.
According to the World Bank, the projections are that
global remittances will decline by a startling, worrisome
14 percent come 2021, compared to the pre-Covid-19
levels in 2019. Also, remittance flows to low- and middleincome countries are projected to fall by seven percent,
to $508 billion in 2020, followed by a further decline of
7.5 percent, to $470 billion in 2021. These estimates were
published last month in the World Bank’s Migration and
Development Brief.
It is worrisome news, particularly with the Covid-19
onslaught now into its second wave, and with no discernible end in sight, despite the recent breakthroughs by Pfizer and Moderna with promising vaccines.
As the International Organisation for Migrants website
notes, nations as Guyana are heavily reliant on funds from
abroad, and received a significant total of remittances of
around $314 million in 2014. This incoming infusion constituted 11 percent of Guyana’s GDP. Out of this total, 87
percent was sent from the US and by us in Canada, with
the rest transferred from the UK, and other Caribbean nations, such as Suriname.
IOM also indicated heavy reliance by Haiti on remittances, with the World Bank concluding that 21.1 percent
of its GDP was derived from the foreign funds in 2014. As
IOM noted, it is estimated that the total number of Haitians in the diaspora is between 1.5 million to four million,
with onsite research by the ACP Observatory on Migration showing that Haitian families depending on relatives
abroad descend into poverty when the funding inflows are
interrupted.
Other Caribbean nations that primarily receive historical remittances, and which have grown dependent
on it as a significant source of income are the Dominican
Republic, with the biggest total of $4.65 billion in 2014.
Then there is Jamaica, which received the next largest total, $2.264 billion; in third place was Haiti, which received
$1.9 billion, also in 2014.
According to the IOM, Jamaica had an official diaspora
population of 1.098 million persons abroad in 2013, with
World Bank data in 2014 showing the nation received
close to $2.264 billion in remittances. These transfers were
sent mostly from the US, the UK, and here in Canada. The
total remittances represented 15 percent of Jamaica’s GDP,
which made this nation highly dependent on remittances
from abroad.
As Mamta Murthi, vice-president for Human Development and chair of the Migration Steering Group of the
World Bank has noted, “the impact of Covid-19 is pervasive when viewed through a migration lens, as it affects
migrants and their families who rely on remittances”.
Sadly, the impact will only worsen until a Covid-19 vaccine emerges, hopefully by the end of 2020.
INDO CARIBBEAN WORLD
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Trump digs in!

S society can be seen as two rigid megaliths; the
Republicans and Democrats, irreconcilable but for
a few far-seeing and altruistic individuals from each
interacting at the fringes; the majority exists in polarised silos
cultivating attitudes that allowed a bully, a mentally-flawed
person, republican by habit and not formal membership, to invade the selection process of a presidential candidate, capture the nomination, win
the Presidency for four years, and dominate the
Party that he had never led. He forced its uncritical support, using presidential powers, amply
displaying his paranoid narcissism, in pursuing
self-promoting and embarrassing domestic social and management policies. By the time of new elections, which concluded
two weeks ago, his bizarre behaviour had alienated some 16
percent of Republicans.
The final tally in the elections gives Joe Biden 78,666,173 to
73,110, 283 popular ballots (50.9-47.2 percent) – winning 306
electoral votes to Donald Trump’s 232, exactly the same division
for the Trump-Clinton contest in 2016, when Hillary Clinton
gained 65,844,954 popular votes (48.2 percent), almost 2.9 million more than Trump’s 62,979,879 (46.1 percent).
Yet Trump won with 306 electoral votes, which he effusively
and repeatedly called “a landslide”. On Nov 27, 2016, he tweeted,
“In addition to winning the Electoral College in a landslide, I
won the popular vote if you deduct the millions of people who
voted illegally.”
Clinton conceded promptly. But today, Trump refuses to!
Instead, he complains of fraud, irregularities, lack of transparency, prevention of republican oversight, dead people voting
(the only example was a misrepresentation of a widow’s vote
for her late husband’s, and broadcast widely by Trump-friendly
media to “prove” his allegation, which she emphatically refuted). Trump claims that “Biden won because the elections were
rigged”, and obstinately denies the results, with uninhibited
nastiness, typical of his disease.
Amid surging cases of Covid-19 in the USA – 11 million
cases in nine months, 246,000 deaths, the worst in the world –
Trump tweets his delusions re: the elections, and imposes them
on his gullible, mesmerised, or browbeaten faithful, firing those
who resist or disagree, the latest four from the Department of
Defence, including its Secretary. He may physically seize the
presidency; with support from a secret army, as alleged by at
least one media host. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo shares
Trump’s enthusiasm, not surprisingly, as the methods of resis-

tance used are classic CIA, of which he was a past Director.
It’s uncanny that Trump is using the same tactics as little
Guyana’s defeated president, David Granger, used earlier this
year, to delay admitting loss; they match in detail, including
stopping vote counting (in Pennsylvania), though briefly, and
launching many court cases in several States,
including the last five to be finalised: Michigan,
Pennsylvania, Arizona, Nevada, and Georgia; so
Mohan
Ragbeer far, judges have dismissed most of the lawsuits
for lack of evidence; some were withdrawn by
Trump’s lawyers. Election officials and observers
nationwide, including non-partisan and foreign
ones, have described the process as “free and fair”. However,
Trump’s pathological narcissism will allow him to throw tantrums, and deflect the moral, legal and conventional arguments
that sane minds invoke to persuade him to do the right thing to
save America.
Few dictators/strongmen leave office willingly on losing
elections, even in democracies. A 2018 study, based on elections
globally since 1950, found that only 12 percent of dictators who
submit to elections and lose, leave office peacefully; these were
mostly military men, who could return to their post, thus avoiding arrest, assassination, answering for abuses, or defending an
opaque dictatorship, for example, Chile’s Augusto Pinochet.
Trump’s post-election behaviour, more egregious now that
the results are final, reminds one of the earliest days of the
East-West split when Joseph Stalin’s Hungarian puppet Matyas
Rakosi lost elections, looked suitably horrified, eliminated his
opponents, and blithely continued to govern. He set the pattern
for post-war behaviour among the world’s dictators.
American elections processes are outdated. Trump called
them a fraud; but that fraud had once made him win. The prime
areas of reform seem to be the Electoral College and the Senate,
which the founders devised to deal with population disparity, illiteracy, difficult and slow communications, suspicions,
and fear of the frenzy that followed the French revolution.
Constitutional amendments have occurred, but it seems time to
reconsider the popular vote for President, now that communications are almost instantaneous, and to review Senate membership where 15 states with 25 million people have as many seats
as the rest.
Meanwhile, Trump golfs as Covid-19 rages; Biden builds his
team, starting with Ron Klain as Chief of Staff, who formerly
served as his vice-presidential CoS, and plans to rescue America
from the s…hole into which Trump has dragged it.

Telling real time from cinema make-believe

T

here is a photograph in a surviving family album that
was taken, or as was said back in the day, “snapped”, of
one of my uncles as a young man. A few decades ago the
picture itself started ageing, with water stains of sepia seeping
underneath its white borders, the slow decay of saturation then
burrowing its way inwards, opening up microscopic cracks and
raising embossed creases across the frozen black
and white landscape.
Romeo
It is hard to miss the metaphor unfolding in
Kaseram
real time of this “snapshot” that is less than a second in the total time of an entire lifetime. Decades
ago the picture itself began ageing as it rolled
along on the current of time. Now the wrinkling
on its skin is noticeable as a raised and erratic varicose of hardening networks, with accompanying dots of sepia discoloration,
what we like to describe as vintage, but really is a subtext of age
spots, the fading tattoos of impermanence.
Apart from these subtle, visual subtexts about decay, and the
passage of time that are always unavoidable messages lurking
outside photographs, there is meaning to be found with the
subject at its centre, which is in constant collision with what
is occurring outside the frame. The subject at the centre is
my uncle as a young man, in his late teens, standing outside a
cinema in a belligerent pose, both arms crooked at the elbows
and lifted at his side, his hands tightly clenched into fists, the
entirety of his body, minus his shirt, preparatory to launching
into a fist-fight.
Thus the photograph of my youthful uncle is about power
and menace; the knowledge emerging all about adrenal, daring
youthfulness, notable in his grim and defiant countenance, in
the absence of the obligatory smile for a camera. In fact, his jaw
is set and resolute, almost arrogant, but more with determination; it is as if he is challenging the future to a fist-fight, saying
to forthcoming viewers like myself, who are yet to arrive in this
world, that to assail him would be to meet a ready counterassault.
But I think now, much later, after many viewings of this photograph, that my uncle was also striking a pose. The print’s setting is the front of a cinema, where it was “snapped” without too
much emphasis on framing, so a half-circular flight of concrete
stairs leading up to its wide entrance occupies more than half of
the photograph’s real estate. The stairs lead to a flexible iron grill
of connected ‘Xs’, which when slid to the sides of the entrance,
opens up the darkened, cavernous interior to arriving patrons.
There is an oil drum that is also prominent in the frame,

residing at the base of the steps, thoroughly dented and misshapen, the beaten look an early transformative and rudimentary formation that would later evolve into the delightfully percussive steel pan. But for now, it is a receptacle for the detritus
from cinema patrons who care to use it – perhaps depositing the
oily paper wrappers from greasy cinema fare, glass bottles, and
ticket stubs, the latter mostly missing the mouth
of the drum after a too-casual toss, and which
now litter the concrete pavement as a snowfall of
freckled, white spots in the photograph.
However, it is the billboard where the collision of meaning is most noticeable between the
subject that is my uncle, and the larger-than-life
faces pasted behind. The faces in the advertisements are prominent, leaning outwards to buttonhole the gazer, almost exiting
the flat-papered surface of the billboard with dimensional inyour-face intent, with smaller figures behind frozen in actions
of violence – men in fist fights, the muzzles of guns blossoming
with fire, and a nubile figure, the female form rendered helpless,
backgrounded, and marginalised with receding perspective.
Accompanying the messaging of action and engagement by
the figures in the billboard is sweeping, giant lettering that is
hand-drawn using broad strokes from a wide brush dipped into
watery black ink. The tall letters lean forward with the energy
of italics; the words are formed with the grammar of urgency
that is adjectival with continuity and impact: “smashing”;
“swashbuckling”; also, there are made-up, neologistic descriptors, “sexsational”.
My uncle is feeding from the tornadic energies that are being
released from the billboard, its messaging leaping across the
divide from fiction into real-time to imbue him with its aggression and a feeling of unassailability.
So captured is he in its swirl that he removed his shirt
preparatory to posturing for the picture-taking, unabashedly
exhibiting a thin muscularity in chest and arms, with bony fists
clenched, his countenance menacing, achieving in the less than
half-second it took for the “snapshot” a complementarity with
the unwholesome messaging of cinematic violence glorified in
the posters gummed onto the billboard.
It was at this cinema where my uncle took me for my first
movie. He purchased the cheapest tickets for “The Pit” after
stopping at the billboard to sip from its unwholesomeness. I
do not recall the movie, interrupted as it was by troglodytic
creatures nuzzling my toes with cold, wet noses searching for
discarded food.
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References to ‘mythology’ troubling to Hinduism
Dear Editor:
about the historicity of Jesus in a stable, would have no qualms
Two newspaper pieces (Guyana Times, November 14, 2020), referring to Krishna’s birth in a prison as myth or mythology.
one, the Indian High Commissioner, Dr K.J. Srinivasa’s interWhile I can’t see how the “path from ignorance to knowlview on Divali, caught my attention; the other, IAC’s Divali edge” can be called mythology however one may choose to
message. In both the interview and the message, the words define the word, it will be interesting to know exactly in what
mythology and mythological have been used to characterise sense the Indian High Commissioner uses the word in his interthings Hindu and Indian.
view. Is the return of Rama from Lanka Indian mythology as he
Dr K.J. Srinivasa used the word
suggests, or Indian history?
mythology two times with reference
Now the IAC. It seems to regurgitate
to “Hindu mythology”, and the other
the same message year after year stat“Indian mythology.” In the first instance,
ing, “Diwali is associated with several
he is reported to have said, “in Hindu
mythological stories, one of them dealmythology, Diwali also signifies the path
ing with the belief of Hindus that on the
from ignorance to knowledge with the
day of Diwali, Lord Rama returned to
very lighting of the diya – which brings
Ayodhya after defeating Ravana, King of
light to the dark.” Secondly, Dr Srinivasa
Lanka, and that the people of Ayodhya
is quoted as saying, “In Indian mytholcelebrated his return by lighting thouogy, the celebration of Diwali originates
sands of diyas.”
on the day that Lord Rama returns from
Two points need to be examined here.
Lanka after defeating Ravana.”
One, the organisation states categoricalDepending on how one uses the word,
ly as a matter of fact that Divali is assoit could be extremely problematic and
ciated with mythological stories. The
often times derogatory, which is exactly
second point has to do with Lord Rama’s
how it is used by Indian copycat postreturn from Lanka. It is not stated with
modernists and the Indian anti-Hindu
the same categorical certainty as the
brigade in their resistance to the incluassociation of Divali with mythological
K.J. Srinivasa
sion of the Ramayana and Mahabharata
stories. It is merely what Hindus believe.
in high school curricula and university programmes. We know It is mythological.
that before archaeology unearthed rock-solid evidence of the
I thought it would be constructive to see how the IAC
existence of a temple in Ayodhya to mark the birth place of Lord presents its messages with respect to other religions. Its 2019
Rama, the whole thing was dismissed as mythology by the same Easter message, for example, was supremely disdainful and
band of scholars and activists.
disrespectful of the Christian understanding of the event, as
It is also known that many of the 19th and 20th centuries the IAC sought to present an Islamic perspective on Jesus and
founders of what is known as Indology were German scholars on the death and resurrection. Why members of the Christian
with strong Protestant affiliation, as Vishwa Adluri and Joydeep community in Guyana were not up in arms against this travesty
Bagchee have shown in their masterpiece, The Nay Science: A is beyond me.
History of German Indology (2014). A number of them would
But in its Eid-ul-Adha 2020 message, one sees a completely
later on go on to identify with and support Hitler’s Nazism. and radically different approach. With respect to Hinduism and
While these great scholars had no problem of accepting every- Christianity, the IAC states what it thinks Hindus and Christians
thing Biblical as “history”, Hinduism was essentially the stuff of believe. Hindus believe Lord Rama returned to Ayodhya after
myth and mythology.
defeating Ravana. Christians believe that Jesus was crucified on
The Oxford English Reference Dictionary defines the word the cross. But with respect to Eid–ul–Adha, instead of saying
myth as (1) a traditional narrative usually involving supernatu- what Muslims believe it to be, the IAC states as a universal fact
ral or imaginary persons and often embodying popular ideas on that it, “is a time for believers to learn the value of self-denial
natural and social phenomena, and so on; (2) such narratives by making a sacrifice of the things they love, to Almighty God.”
collectively; (3) a widely held but false notion; (4) a fictitious
Similarly, there is nothing mythological about Ibrahim’s great
person, thing or idea; (5) an allegory.
act of submission. It, too, is presented as a universal fact. How
In popular usage, myths and mythologies often refer to come Divali is associated with mythological stories, but the
things and stories that have no basis in truth, things and per- readiness of Ibrahim to sacrifice his son is not? What does the
sons that are fictional versus factual or historical, though from a IAC mean by mythological? Will it consider the stories of a flysheer objective point of view we see how history and fact versus ing horse or birds raining down stones, history or mythology?
myth and mythology are conveniently used for self and other
Swami Aksharananda,
respectively. The scholars mentioned above, while speaking
Principal, Saraswati Vidya Niketan, via email.

Dr Cheddi Jagan

Invitation to diaspora
to return to Guyana
Dear Editor:
I read a letter in one of our dailies suggesting that
Robert Persaud’s encouragement to Guyanese in the diaspora is the opposite of what our position should be.
It is difficult to understand such thinking. Firstly, I
can tell you the world outside is churning up right now.
Especially in the US, unemployment is high and not missing any group.
Secondly, why should our brothers and sisters, with all
their education, skills, business savvy, and material assets
not join foreigners now rushing to our shores?
We must not only encourage their return home, we
must shout it loud and clear!
In late 1992, after we (the PPP/Civic) won the October
5 general elections, then President Dr Cheddi Jagan asked
me to liaise and assist would-be returning Guyanese.
I remember vividly one such who wanted to bring
home his refrigeration cold and chill rooms to open a
business. That was his specialty. There were others with
their specialities. Many did not only want to return with
their personal possessions, such as their cars and furniture.
In Barbados, Bajans wanting to return home were, and
I’m sure, still welcomed back to the land of their birth,
bringing with them all they had worked for and acquired.
And before they got too old, I should add.
Guyanese outside, please come back home if that is
your wish. We will welcome you.
Eddie DaSilva, via email.

Slower approach, not an aggressive one, needed to maximise our oil benefits
Dear Editor:
Most, who possess sound senses, would not go barreling
down a dark unknown road that proves more treacherous at
numerous hairpin curves and steep drops along an unending
stretch of travel that alarms by the moment. But that is what
I understand that Guyana’s Hon. Vice President intends to do
with this country’s oil. Aggressive production it is called, which
prompts me to make my own call: what’s the hurry, bub?
Barring a war, I do not foresee a sustained spike in energy
demand at a robust level within the next two to three years.
Oil glut, Saudi-Russo hiccups, pandemic fears, and related economic strictures have all combined to beat demand senseless
and into the ground, while depressing world market prices to
unprofitable levels.
At such levels, Guyana’s take is not as prospering. In such
an environment, global and local, the opportunity is ripe to
get Guyana’s oil equivalent of “two sweetness out of one bone”.
Meaning through a sensible production cap, which is less than
whatever is contemplated by “aggressive” and allow this country
to develop expert trustworthy bench strength, build and refine
our knowledge bases, and establish an oversight framework that
gives deep insight on what is going out there below the seabed,
what should be pursued, what should be held back, and only do
what is best for us.
That is, what is best for us to maximise our oil returns to
benefit the greatest number of citizens. A lower and slower
approach is wiser. It affords the time and space to learn and
grow as we advance. And not just to go along with anything
that Exxon shovels down our throats. I urge caution, and that
we always remember that Exxon is not looking out for Guyana’s
best interests, but what is best for company and shareholders.
There is nothing malicious in this by Exxon; rather, it is simply the swift rapaciousness that means so much magnificence
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FPSO Liza Destiny
for Exxon’s reeling bottom line. Guyana is its lifeline to get
back on its foot and to the top of the hill. Aggressive production aligns prettily with the visions of company’s leaders and
strategic planners. The quicker they get the oil from Guyana’s
ground, the wider they can cast their nets and discover more
oil gems. Aggressive, it is and must be; and should we proceed
down this road, then it is highly likely that irreversible damage
will be done.
Let’s face this hard truth unflinchingly: in the field of knowing about our oil, we know nothing. We are illiterates. We don’t
even have a canoe (or a ballahoo) to paddle along behind Exxon
and peek at what it is doing, what it’s up to; and even if we did,
we do not know enough, because Exxon is slick enough to pull
the wool over eyes.
We are unaware of any caprices that Exxon practices. For all

these reasons, I find the insistence on and haste of the Hon. Vice
President towards aggressive production to be unseemly. Again,
that question comes back: what’s the hurry, bub? Why the mad
rush, given all the times that we have been burned badly in our
short oil history? Against my better judgement, I give the Hon.
Vice President the benefit of no untoward objectives, yet something troubles.
I hear clearly the Vice President speaking of time not standing still and talking of a possible new world energy order sans
fossils. I understand what he is saying, and the implications of
where he is going. Meaning, strike while the iron is hot, as time
is of the essence. First, I think that we could have revolutionary developments that render the fossil fuel sector obsolete in
less than two decades. Notwithstanding that, I also think that it
would take a tremendously long time to dismantle a multitrillion dollar industry of global proportions.
From the foregoing, I believe that Guyana should use the
next two years (or less) to put its arms and mind around what
we have, through accumulating as much wisdom on what we
have, and what is the best way on how to go about exploiting
it. To this point, Exxon has been calling all the shots, which our
political leaders parrot slavishly. Now is the time, and this is
one, on which we can slow things down, not to a crawl, but to
that pace which is safe and securing of our future. We must stop
being like a shop-owner, who cannot read nor write, and one
who depends on his workers and partners to tell him how much
stock he has in the warehouse, how quickly he must reorder,
and how fast he must sell. Such dependency is a recipe for the
disaster of promised bankruptcy. Aggressive production means
we run the risk of running ahead of ourselves and tripping over
our feet. Let us not do this. Let us get this one right and on our
terms.
G.H.K. Lall, via email.
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Ask Jay...
Please send your questions to
TheBrij@TheBrij.com or call: 416-418-2745

Home Equity Line of Credit - A Tool to Build With

T&T needs Diwali’s healing light
Dear Editor:
Going forward now that the festival has
ended, Trinidad and Tobago will continue to
need the light of Diwali, not only because of the
Covid-19 pandemic, but to bring the national
populace out of the darkness that surrounds
the country at this time.
Let us use the light of Diwali to conquer this
dreaded Covid-19 pandemic. With spirituality
and truth, Diwali would crush the virus, or any
obstacle that stands in the way of unity and
progress.
The pandemic is wreaking havoc around
the world, and there is yet no vaccine to protect humans from its scourge; but we must not
weaken: we must have faith.
In Trinidad and Tobago we have had to
cancel several major cultural and religious
events at which thousands of people gathered
every year, including the Divali Nagar (it went
virtual for the first time), Carnival, Panorama,
and even mass political meetings during the
general elections last August.
All the peoples of this world, regardless
of social, economic, cultural, or ethnic backgrounds, must use the message and eternal

light of Diwali to usher the world into order
and respect.
We must not ignore the serious spirituality
of Diwali. It is not a one-day affair. Diwali must
become part of our everyday lives, as it offers
spiritual, moral, ethical values, and thoughts.
We must respect and imbibe the teachings
of Diwali, and we must take a serious look at
its message, because it can lead us to principles
of truth, honesty, integrity, and provide lessons
for a peaceful society and world.
Let us continue to use Diwali 2020 as a guiding light for the future, as only a light can take
us through the tunnel of darkness.
This is the best option for the future of
all humanity. Diwali must inspire all of us to
engender a spiritual regeneration. It must lead
us to seek a new political and economic transformation.
Diwali is one of the most important and
benevolent gifts our forefathers brought with
them between 1845 and 1920. It is a people’s
festival, as it has long been on the national
calendar of events. Let us all continue to support it.
Paras Ramoutar, via email.

Dear Editor:
The late Malcolm X said: “Education is the
passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to
those who prepare today.” Our preparation for
tomorrow requires we spend some time collectively crafting our vision of tomorrow and garnering citizen “buy-in” to that shared vision.
As a country, Trinidad and Tobago has done
well to provide free education at the primary
and secondary levels. We have tripped up at the
level of tertiary education because our politics
requires that incoming regimes destroy the
work of their predecessors, even at great cost
to taxpayers. So out went Dollar for Dollar and
in came the Government Assistance for Tuition
Expenses programme.
Twelve years and (TT) $6.46 billion later
we are at a crossroads, asking the question:
“Should the government continue funding tertiary-level education?”
My position is clear – taxpayer investment
in human development is more important
than ports, ferries, buildings, and any other
vanity projects which distribute our wealth to
a selected few.
Education should continue to be free at the
primary and secondary levels because that
is where we build citizens. At the tertiary
level there should be a means test with some
arrangement for repayment at a future date.
Consideration of funding tertiary-level education includes what has traditionally been
described as the technical/vocational area. As
we continue to figure out the post-Covid-19
world and our shrinking economy, we will be
forced to focus on repair and restoration. This
means a deeper focus on the range of skills
needed, and the organising and managing of
how these skills are presented in the market.
The time has come for us as a society to recognise and appreciate the value and operations
of electricians, mechanics, plumbers, and other
tradespeople so that we all can thrive.
Whether or not we continue funding tertiary-level education cannot be viewed as a
stand-alone concept. It must be viewed under
the umbrella question: What are likely to be the
future needs of the country? In other words,

where do we see ourselves, and how will we
get there as a people? In the absence of such a
vision, decisions will continue to be made on
the basis of whims and fancies.
We have stumbled as a country in that we
have not educated our people for citizenship.
As island people, our disregard for the environment, and for sustainable living is based
mainly on our lack of knowledge and understanding of our interdependence, and the fact
that systems-learning was not baked into the
school curricula at any level.
If our education systems were successful,
our citizens would not have to be told about
protecting the environment. They would have
understood it because the education system
would have built-in concepts around sustainability and conservation.
When people are educated for citizenship,
they understand how they are part of the whole
of society, and that they need to contribute
economically and socially. Education leads to
overall improvement in decision-making, and
ultimately impacts the collective. The real work
lies in redesigning our systems and processes
to ensure not just the appearance of equality,
but the reality of equity and fairness.
What we need now is social cohesion and a
national commitment to improving the lives of
all. Continued investment in education which
is planned, organised, implemented and monitored will lead to the overall improvement of
our country.
We should be investing our scarce resources
in improving the quality of our education
product at all levels, thus ensuring that the
product offering in “affluent” schools is the
same as in schools in struggling areas, and that
internet access is equally available in Biche as
in Belmont.
Perhaps Internet providers can produce
“student-only” Internet accounts that are heavily firewalled from adult content, and tied
to the student’s school ID. If we intend to
enrich our human capital, our only option is to
increase our investment in all our people at all
levels of our society.
Dennise Demming, via email.

Education a passport to T&T’s future
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ome Equity Line of Credit (HELOC) is comparable to a credit card with
a large credit limit. The difference, however, is that the line of credit
is registered as a mortgage against a property and the interest rate is
naturally lower. HELOCs are useful if used as investments.
Grace, one of my clients, borrows from her HELOC at 4.6 percent and lends
it as a second mortgage at 13 percent, making a profit of 8.4 percent. The interest she pays on her HELOC is tax deductible. Roger uses his to buy stocks. A
HELOC is a useful tool if used wisely.
Many consider HELOCs as money from heaven and spend it recklessly. Unlike a mortgage where monthly payments are blended with principal and interest, HELOCs are interest only loans. If the interest rate climbs, debt service
increases, and it will become increasingly more difficult to reduce the loan
amount. HELOCs against a principal residence, used for lifestyle such as traveling, is considered as bad debt. If it is used for business, a HELOC is desirable.
With soaring home prices, banks are allowing borrowers to increase their
HELOC. The Interest rate increase is imminent and will stimulate a dip in home
prices corroding the equity. There are over three million HELOC accounts in
Canada and over 1.5 trillion in mortgage credit. Data from Equifax reveals that
loans acquired when interest rates were much lower are becoming the biggest
treat for consumers.
HELOC is a good option if it is used to make a basement apartment. The
rental income can be used to pay down the HELOC with the interest paid from
the HELOC deducted from the gross rental income. If it is used to upgrade the
home, then the interest is not tax-deductible.
It is not advisable to use HELOC to buy a vehicle. If the loan is from the
dealership, the vehicle is held as security. If things get sour, the dealership will
seize the car. A HELOC, on the other hand, is secure against the home and in
acid times, you can lose the home.
A HELOC can be used for debt consolidation. Credit card payments, car
loans and student loans can be consolidated into a low monthly payment using the HELOC. However, it is essential to exercise self-control and pay down
the HELOC loan as soon as possible. In this situation, you are digging one hole
to fill another. If we are borrowing to pay off other debts, then it’s time to reexamine our lifestyle and make some dire changes.
Our home is a wonderful asset. It provides shelter and cash when needed.
A HELOC, being interest payment only, is attractive to Banks seeing that the
interest rate is higher. Most borrowers pay the interest portion only and thus
provide a superb cash flow for the bank. It is better to fuse bad debts into a
mortgage instead of a HELOC because of the lower interest and blended payment. Banks would lend to a maximum loan-to-value of 65 percent for HELOCs,
but 75 percent loan-to-value for mortgages. The lending rules are the same
where someone must qualify to manage their debt ratios.
Some investors use HELOC to renovate and flip properties. This is a valuable game plan in a rising market. In markets that are declining, it becomes
risky because the equity from the investment property and the one that secures the HELOC are drained. Countless investors have lost all their equity in
a downturn due to high HELOCs.
Toronto home prices and the debt loads have sky rocketed in recent years.
The interest rate is on the incline. A HELOC can be considered as a time bomb,
set to explode. Homeowners must be vigilant, paying off debts and building
equity. The equity can be levered to build more wealth, and the tool that is most
effective is a HELOC.
Most banks would allow their clients to lock their HELOC with a monthly
payment that includes both principal and interest. This is an exciting privilege
since it is cheaper and reduces the outstanding principal. My recommendation
is to live within your means. A HELOC is not money from heaven, and should
be used wisely.

Jay Brijpaul
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Development planning roadmap the way forward

F

aced with a country fractured on almost all fronts,
Guyana’s PPP/Civic government has made excellent
strides in putting the nation back on track during its first
100 days in office.
As President Irfan Ally stated in a message to the nation:
“Never before has so much been achieved in the first 100 days
of an administration. Your government has
been busy rebooting the economy, bringing
relief to citizens, restoring hope, restoring
confidence in our country, and reengineering transformation.”
However, without a strategic plan that
outlines the country’s future path, the government runs the risk of being criticised for
its rather ad hoc policy approach since taking office.
The bottom line is: whatever the long-term goals the government has for Guyana, it would seem prudent for the government to prioritise them, and determine what strategies must
be put in place to achieve them – taking into consideration the
resources required to achieve such goals.
Put simply, though a policy document, from an operational
standpoint, the plan would be like a roadmap for the country
to get to its destination, recognising that there could be speedbumps, pot-holes, and detours along the way.
Without it, the government would never know when the
country would have arrived at its destination, leaving scope
for ad hoc decisions, corrupt practices, and discontentment if
resources are perceived to be inappropriately or inefficiently
allocated – that is, without a publicly known plan. Goals identified by the plan must be realistic and measurable, rather than
being ad hoc.
Regardless of the government’s objectives, the bottom line is
that the plan should not be based on political whims and fancies. Instead, development planning must involve a thorough
analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the economy as well
as its comparative and competitive advantages and opportunities that the country can leverage.
It must be developed through broad-based consultation and
make adequate use of technical experts, whenever necessary,
who are knowledgeable about the unique circumstances of

Guyana.
Arguably, following five months of commotion over general
elections’ results during which the country largely came to a
standstill, it is difficult for any government to take full control
over the reins of power, much less develop and adhere to a
defined plan of action.
Instead, the government correctly resorted to fixing what it thought was necessary in
the short run. Besides taking an aggressive
Dwarka
stance in making changes to several key posiLakhan
tions held by members of the former administration, it initiated legal action against
members of the Elections Commission,
responsible for rigging the March 2 elections.
In seeking to implement strategic initiatives within a short
timeframe, the government presented an emergency budget
which included measures aimed at stimulating the economy,
attracting new investments, creating employment, and improving competitiveness.
It provided tax concessions on mining, agro-processing,
cold storage, and packaging; removed the Value Added Tax on
exports, and allowed exporters, including those in the fishing,
rice, and timber industries, to reclaim input VAT. The VAT was
also removed on fertilisers, agro-chemicals, pesticides, and key
inputs into the poultry sector, while the poultry industry was
zero-rated for VAT.
At a macro level, the government put plans in place to resuscitate the sugar industry; it also liberalised the telecommunications industry, and initiated plans to boost tourism.
In an effort to improve the standard of living of the people,
the government implemented a number of initiatives, including
removal of the VAT on water and electricity; as well as on private education and medical supplies. It also restored free water
for pensioners, and restored and increased the education grant
for parents with children attending school. Farmers and small
businesses also enjoyed reduced drainage and irrigation, and
licensing fees.
To deal with the effects of Covid-19, the government also
provided financial relief of (Guy) $25,000 to each household at
a cost of some $5 billion.

National cohesion & security of Guyana

By Treb Narahcmar
process. The government should also seek to identify particurom the point of view of national cohesion, Guyana larly needy parts of the population, and to mount policies and
remains a fragile state. While there is clearly a distinc- strategies to meet their needs.
tive Guyanese culture, Guyanese are fractured along
The fourth challenge would be for Guyanese to engage
different fault lines: the political, economic, and social inse- in processes aimed at the development of strategies to procurities of Guyana’s
mote a Guyanese
indigenous population;
culture based on the
intense rivalry for politicultures of Guyana’s
cal and economic power
constituent peoples.
between Guyana’s IndoOne could envisand Afro-based political
age, for example, the
parties; the musings of
establishment of a
Guyana’s mixed populaGuyanese Cultural
tion about their future
Foundation
with
place in the national fabInstitutes focusing
ric; and the steady influx
on the cultures of
of immigrants from
Africans, Chinese,
neighbouring Brazil and
Indians, Indigenous,
Venezuela. With a curMixed-race,
and
rent population of some
Portuguese Guyanese
800,000 people and large
[listed alphabeticalland and sea surfaces, it
ly]. To understand,
Priority be given to indigenous populations
is not hard to envisage
and to dialogue, is to
a future in which Guyana’s Latin population would predomi- promote harmony in the midst of diversity. One could also
nate in numbers and in culture. How will all of this affect the envisage, in the future, an Institute focusing on the Latin popunational security of the Dear Land of Guyana?
lation of Guyana.
The first challenge to national security is to define, urgently,
In a rapidly changing world, it would be important for the
a concept of the future Guyanese nation that embraces all parts government to present to Parliament for discussion a policy
of its population. The government should urgently initiate a paper on the Strategies for Protecting the National Security of
consultative process aimed at setting out a vision of the future Guyana in the face of external threats that Guyana could be
Guyanese nation, including a policy about immigration from expected to face. In the history of independent Guyana such a
neighbouring countries. Thinking ahead would be a way of strategy has never been articulated for public debate in Guyana
preserving the fabric of Guyanese society while preparing for and among the Guyanese diaspora. Threats to Guyana’s national
the future.
security include climate change and the rising oceans, aggresThe second challenge is to launch a campaign to inform and sive behaviour from Venezuela, narcotics trafficking, criminal
educate the population about the territorial integrity of Guyana activities and the proliferation of weapons, and uncontrolled
so as to defend the national borders, especially in the face of immigration. Guyanese, inside and outside the country, should
aggressive behaviour by Venezuela. Such a campaign could be be encouraged to contribute to a debate on future strategies for
organised under the banner of a theme such as “All of Guyana preserving the national security of the dear land.
for All Guyanese”.
In short, national cohesion and national security are intriThe third challenge is for government to clearly define a cately intertwined, and Guyana is in urgent need of forwardnational strategy to meet the basic needs of every Guyanese, thinking policies and strategies to foster and protect the human
drawing upon the new resources made available by revenues security of all Guyanese, and the national security of the counfrom oil and gas. Meeting the basic needs of Guyana’s indig- try. National cohesion can help promote and preserve Guyana’s
enous populations should be allocated great priority in this national security.
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Resuscitating sugar part of the roadmap
Evidently, the government has made a significant impact
during its first 100 days. Going forward though, it must take a
more structured approach to implementing its macro initiatives
through formal development planning.
Arguably, Guyana has never really engaged in formal development planning since becoming independent. But with the
potential for reduced dependency on aid to fund its development as a result of oil revenues, development planning has
become a necessity.
The bottom line is: whatever the long-term goals the government has for Guyana, it would seem prudent for it to prioritise
them and determine what strategies must be put in place to
achieve them – taking into consideration the resources required
to achieve such goals, including its excess oil revenues.
It must be developed through broad-based consultation and
make adequate use of technical experts, whenever necessary,
who are knowledgeable about the unique circumstances of
Guyana.
Typically, the plan must provide a comprehensive overview
of the economy, set policy direction for economic growth, and
identify strategies, programs, and projects to promote social and
economic development over a defined long-term period, typically five to ten years or more. It must also identify the potential
execution risks; as well as being flexible enough to allow for
varying shortfalls or target overruns.
The targets of the plan must be periodically measured to
determine progress, and might have to be adjusted to take into
account changing domestic and international conditions that
might have a bearing on expected outcomes. One of the failures
of plans is that measurement is weak or non-existent, leading to
questionable accountability for various initiatives.
Arguably, Guyanese professionals are best equipped to prepare a national development plan. While the use of foreign
experts might be feasible, they are not necessarily always familiar with the nuances of the country, and often simply regurgitate
what they are told by their local counterparts – making their
input worthless. This has historically been a major shortcoming
of foreign consultants because they are not dedicated to the success of the local country.
As well, some foreign consultants are too afraid to offer critical assessments, while others cannot take criticisms, largely due
to a lack of field experience. In most instances, these consultants
want to remain in favour with the government of the country,
simply taking directions rather than offering technical input. In
such cases, they are professionally unqualified, or unprepared
for their roles. In addition, some consultants are also handcuffed by ideological beliefs, and very often make recommendations about strategies applicable to developed countries, instead
of developing strategies unique to the local economy.
Incidentally, Guyana has had extensive experience attempting to implement programs that have been successful in developed countries, largely due to “tied aid” – which hopefully
wouldn’t be the case if it can largely self-fund its development.
Most such programs do not take into consideration the unique
circumstances and comparative advantages of the country.
The reality is: Guyanese experts know their country best.
Barring political influence, they should either create the national development plan, and only use foreign experts, if necessary.
At the end of the day, if a national development plan is not
in the making, it is necessary for the government to act now
to ensure that it has one to guide the country’s development.
Otherwise, the country could be embarking on a journey without a roadmap, periodically changing course, and never arriving
at its imaginary destination.
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Ensure proper medical packaging - GA-FDD
Georgetown – The Government AnalystFood and Drug Department last week warned
that drugs and other medications should not be
packaged in Ziploc bags, plastic cups, or envelopes for sale.
The Department stated it is seeking to ensure that drugs or pharmaceuticals that are distributed are safe.
It added that importers, distributors and
even pharmacies should ensure that pharmaceuticals are properly sealed in bottles, and
those packages should carry the patient information package translated into English.
“The Department continues to observe
where medications are repackaged in Ziploc
bags, envelopes and plastic cups displayed in
cabinets for sale,” the GA-FDD said.

It added that the poor storage conditions of
the drugs can result in them deteriorating or
disintegrating, and subsequently cause the loss
of the drugs’ effectiveness or result in incorrect
expiration dates being given.
“Proprietors are therefore advised to ensure
that all Pharmaceuticals are not repackaged in
Ziploc bags or envelopes prior to customers’
purchase and collection via prescription; neither should they be kept in storage conditions
of between 28° C and 32° C,” it said.
Additionally, the GA-FDD stated that if
those distributors or pharmacies fail to comply
with the advisory, then it will then take enforcement actions that could see those drugs being
seized, until an investigation and inquiry or
trial are completed.

Alicanto makes its first-ever Guyana gold find

Georgetown – Australia-based mining company Alicanto Minerals has made its first-ever
gold find in Guyana, only days after another
mining company, Troy Resources, announced
that it had found gold deposits underground.
The company’s announcement on Monday
stated it has discovered a maiden resource
of 500,000 ounces of gold at its Arakaka gold
mine, which is located in Region One.
According to the company, this works out to
1.8 grammes per tonne (g/t) of milled ore.
“Resource runs from surface to a maximum
vertical depth of 150m; mineralisation remains
open along strike and at depth. The estimate includes a maiden resource for the Purple Heart
area of 338,000oz at 2.4g/t gold,” the announcement also said.
“Strong metallurgical recoveries averaging 94.4 percent. Purple Heart, with average
gravity recovery of gold at 48.5 percent with a
maximum of 64.5 percent,” Alicanto added in
its announcement.
According to the company, previous explo-

ration work done by Newmont and Barrick
Gold Corp provided them with the necessary
data inclusive of geochemistry, geophysics, and
camp infrastructure. Alicanto said this all provided them with an excellent platform for discovering the gold.
Alicanto Managing Director Peter George was
quoted as saying that the 500,000-ounce maiden
find was just the start of what he believed would
be a rapidly growing inventory at Arakaka.
“This resource is shallow, the mineralisation remains open in all directions, and we
already have numerous intersections outside
the resource which will form part of the next
estimate. We also have multiple walk-up targets
with multi-million-ounce bulk tonnage potential that remain to be drilled,” George said.
Alicanto’s discovery follows on the heels of
fellow Australian mining company Troy Resources, which announced a few days ago that
it had found some 15 grammes per tonne of
milled ore or g/t, at its Karouni, Smarts Underground mine in Region Seven.
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Basdeo Panday

Roodal Moonilal

From Page 1
and we give her our support. There is a lot
of work to be done, but it is not just the
work of Persad-Bissessar alone, it is the
work of other persons as well.”
Moonilal said the executive committee
examined the Curriculum Vitae of both
candidates, and decided to support PersadBissessar. Bharath is the lone contender
challenging Persad-Bissessar in the party’s
internal elections, which will take place on
December 6.
Also on Monday, Barataria/San Juan
MP Saddam Hosein, and the St Augustine
constituency, indicated support for PersadBissessar.
However, while other UNC members
were diplomatically indicating support for
Persad-Bissessar, Wade Mark was on the
attack, saying Bharath should understand
how lucky he is to still be a member of the
party.
According to Mark, Bharath is a failed
politician, having been unsuccessful in his
attempts in 2017, 2018, and in 2019 to form

alternative parties, and in 2020 supported
former UNC colleague, now turned PNM,
Winston “Gypsy” Peters in his bid for the
Moruga seat.
“[You] must be grateful to Kamla for
still having you as a member of this party,”
Mark said.
Meanwhile, UNC founder Basdeo
Panday said the party he founded on April
30, 1989, has no future regardless of who
wins its internal elections. He predicted the
UNC will inevitably die a natural political
death.
Said Panday, “The thing that calls itself
the UNC is not the party that was created
out of the struggles of Club 88.”
He recalled the original UNC had a
vision and knew where it was going, saying, “In its first term in government it
performed almost miracles. But the present
UNC has no vision of the society. It doesn't
know where it's going.”
He added: “So I don’t think those elections matter one way or the other, in so far
as the progress of the country is concerned.”

UNC has no future says founder Panday
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Govt wants revised plan for CJIA

Minister Juan Edghill (center) with the visiting team (from left) – Bruce Gold, Derek
Castaneda, Robert Castaneda, Sugrim, Jason Baboolal, and Joshua Somwaru

Govt in plastics into fuel talks
Georgetown – Discussions were held on
Monday between Public Works Minister, Bishop Juan Edghill, and a visiting delegation from
Green Link Renewable Energy, a US company,
which may lead to Guyana being able to convert its waste plastics into fuel.
“Guyana, for years, has struggled to cope
with improper waste disposal especially in
the Capital City, Georgetown. This constant
struggle has often been the sole contributor
to flooding,” a Ministry of Public Works statement noted.
Minister Edghill commented that there’s no
need for him to be convinced of such a “solution”. He was also “pleased” to hear that not
only will plastics be less of a pollutant through
this initiative, but that it will also create thousands of jobs while helping the country to advance towards a renewable energy state.
The visiting team – Derek Castaneda, Joshua
Somwaru, Bruce Gold, Robert Castaneda and
Jason Baboolal – was directed to the Guyana
Office for Investment (GO-Invest) as well as
the Ministry of Local Government and the Director of Solid Waste Management for further

engagements.
The team is expected to meet with local authorities during this week and draft and submit
an official business proposal for consideration.
Greenlink Renewable Energy was created in
2014 as a renewable energy development and
finance firm. It focuses on waste-to-energy, plastic-to-fuels opportunities and securing capital
for projects. The firm’s founders worked together
on a number of renewable energy, waste-to-energy, and regional transmission engagements in
Latin America prior to forming Greenlink.
The firm, based in the Southeastern United
States, is dedicated to the search for more effective, yet proven and bankable zero-waste
solutions, technologies, and partners. They are
partnered with Renewlogy, a global leader in
plastic-to-fuel technology, to turn streams of
waste plastic into valuable fuel resources.
The company said its “knowledge, experience, and commitment” to benefiting the planet
has driven it to grow the team, which now includes representatives in Canada, Mexico, the
Caribbean, Central America, Brazil, the UK,
the European Union, and Israel.

Georgetown – The Guyana government has
once again called on Chinese contractor, China
Harbour Engineering Company, to prepare a
revised work plan for the Cheddi Jagan International Airport renovation project.
If the contractor fails to do so on this occasion, strict action will be taken, Public Works
Minister Juan Edghill said earlier this week.
Edghill also refused to reveal what possible actions can be taken against the contractor, saying, “I am unable to disclose that at this time.”
CHEC recently handed over a revised work
plan to the government, one that omitted key
components from the initial contract, and
which failed to comply with government’s directives. No formal action has been taken by
the government against the contractor to date.
Edghill had reportedly said that the administration was pushing for the contractor
“to complete an airport that will have facilities
for eight air bridges, new terminal space to accommodate the absent air bridges, aprons and
taxiways to facilitate the completion of the extended runway”.
After a visit by President Irfaan Ali, CHEC
was granted an August 28, 2020 deadline, but

the company made no submission on that date.
That revised work plan was expected to capture the agreed upon terms in the initial contract signed by the contractor and the People’s
Progressive Party/Civic, which was also in government back in 2011. It was also expected to
outline how the long list of defects at the country’s main port of entry will be fixed, and a revised deadline.
The multi-billion dollar contract was signed
with CHEC during the PPP/Civic’s tenure from
2011-2015. The project should have been completed in December 31, 2018, but substandard
works turned what should have been a state-ofthe-art airport into merely a renovated facility.
CHEC has been under fire for the shoddy
works done at the airport, on multiple occasions.
In fact, the government was forced to cease hefty,
duty-free concessions to the company after it
failed to adhere to its contractual obligations.
The company later sought to defend itself,
claiming that the expansions were 97 percent
completed back in 2019 – in direct response
to criticisms that it failed to submit the revised
work plan as demanded by the Public Works
Minister.

The renovated terminal building that Guyana received as part of the (US) $150Mplus project at CJIA, which was supposed to be a new acquisition.

www.qtrexinternational.com

Overseas Offices:

SUPER
SPECIAL

ANTIGUA:
Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY

3

DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

$100

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

(Barrels up to 30" tall)
Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!

HEAD OFFICE

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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GRENADA
Tel #473-435-1545
Contact: Valda
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547

CARIBBEAN ISLAND
FOOD MARKET

Tel: (416) 746-1592
3432 Weston Rd
(South of Finch)

WESTWOOD
SUPERMARKET

Tel: 416-901-7797

680 Rexdale Blvd, Suite 12
(at Humberwood Blvd)

Specializing In All West Indian Groceries, Tropical Fruits & Vegetables, Guyanese and Caribbean Fishes &
Seafoods, Halal Chicken, Ducks & Meats, Fresh Breads & Pastries, Spices & Condiments, Health & Medicinal
Products, West Indian Drinks & Juices, Snacks & Confectionery, Dried Canned & Packaged Foods, Soaps &
Cleaning Supplies, Body Care Products, Hindu Religious Supplies... and Much Much More.

O

ur stores comply with all
the legal requirements
with respect to the Covid-19
pandemic, such as hand
sanitising, face masks, social
distancing, etc. We ensure a
very safe environment for all
entering the premises.

ALL MEAT HALAL • NUF NUF IN-STORE SPECIALS • SPECIALS TO December 1, 2020
WHOLE FROZEN
MUTTON LEG

FROZEN NEW ZEALAND
MUTTON SHOULDER

GILBACKER STEAKS

$599 lb

$499 lb

$299 lb

FLORIDA HASSAR

$1099 lb

FROZEN JUMBO CRABS

PRE-COOKED SHRIMP

LARGE PEARDRAX

JUMBO BARRELS

Low Price

2 PKS /$500

2/$999

Low Price

SOURSOP

GUYANA EDDOES

DASHEEN LEAVES

LARGE OVALTINE

Low Price

Low Price

$1399 Tin

$499 lb

PUJA ITEMS
FISHES
Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly
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0

UP TO

%^ APR

60

PURCHASE
FINANCING

MO.

ON SELECT NEW 2020 FORD SUVs

+

ELIGIBLE CUSTOMERS GET A

1,500 BONUS

$

TRADE-IN

*

ON ALL NEW 2020 EDGE MODELS

FIND OUT MORE AT FORDTO.CA
VEHICLE(S) MAY BE SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT. DEALER MAY SELL OR LEASE FOR LESS. LIMITED TIME OFFERS. OFFERS ONLY VALID AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS. RETAIL OFFERS MAY BE CANCELLED OR CHANGED AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE. SEE YOUR FORD DEALER FOR COMPLETE DETAILS OR CALL THE FORD CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP CENTRE AT 1-800-565-3673. FOR FACTORY
ORDERS, A CUSTOMER MAY EITHER TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ELIGIBLE RAINCHECKABLE FORD RETAIL CUSTOMER PROMOTIONAL INCENTIVES/OFFERS AVAILABLE AT THE TIME OF VEHICLE FACTORY ORDER OR TIME OF VEHICLE DELIVERY, BUT NOT BOTH OR COMBINATIONS THEREOF. RETAIL OFFERS NOT COMBINABLE WITH ANY CPA/GPC OR DAILY RENTAL INCENTIVES, THE COMMERCIAL UPFIT
PROGRAM OR THE COMMERCIAL FLEET INCENTIVE PROGRAM (CFIP).^ UNTIL NOVEMBER 30, 2020, RECEIVE 0% APR PURCHASE FINANCING ON NEW 2020: EDGE TITANIUM, EXPLORER PLATINUM, AND F-350 SUPER DUTY LARIAT WITH GAS ENGINE FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS, OR 2020: ECOSPORT SE, ESCAPE TITANIUM, RANGER LARIAT, AND F-150 SUPERCAB OR SUPERCREW LARIAT 502A WITH
2.7L GAS ENGINE FOR UP TO 72 MONTHS TO QUALIFIED RETAIL CUSTOMERS, ON APPROVED CREDIT (OAC) FROM FORD CREDIT CANADA COMPANY. NOT ALL BUYERS WILL QUALIFY FOR THE LOWEST INTEREST RATE. EXAMPLE: $57,939 PURCHASE FINANCED AT 0% APR FOR 60/72 MONTHS, MONTHLY PAYMENT IS $965.65/$804.71, COST OF BORROWING IS $0 (RDPRM REGISTRATION AND
RELATED FEES UP TO $52 IN QUEBEC) AND TOTAL TO BE REPAID IS $57,939 (UP TO $57,991 IN QUEBEC). NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF CREDIT BY FORD CREDIT. NOTE THE AMOUNT USED HEREIN IS ONLY AN EXAMPLE AND NOT THE ACTUAL SALE PRICE OF A VEHICLE. TAXES PAYABLE ON FULL AMOUNT OF PURCHASE PRICE. ALL PURCHASE FINANCE OFFERS
INCLUDE FREIGHT AND AIR TAX CHARGES BUT EXCLUDE OPTIONS, GREEN LEVY (IF APPLICABLE, AND EXCEPT IN QUEBEC), LICENSE, FUEL FILL CHARGE, INSURANCE, DEALER PDI (EXCEPT IN QUEBEC), PPSA (NOT APPLICABLE IN QUEBEC), RDPRM REGISTRATION AND RELATED FEES UP TO $52 (ONLY IN QUEBEC), ADMINISTRATION FEES (EXCEPT IN QUEBEC), AND TAXES. ALL PRICES ARE BASED
ON MANUFACTURER’S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE.* PROGRAM IN EFFECT FROM OCTOBER 1, 2020 TO NOVEMBER 30, 2020 (THE “PROGRAM PERIOD”). TO QUALIFY, CUSTOMER MUST, DURING THE PROGRAM PERIOD, TRADE IN THEIR VEHICLE THROUGH A FORD DEALERSHIP BY TURNING IN A 2016 MODEL YEAR OR OLDER VEHICLE, WHICH HAS BEEN PROPERLY REGISTERED/PLATED OR INSURED
FOR THE LAST 3 MONTHS (THE “CRITERIA”). ELIGIBLE CUSTOMERS WILL RECEIVE $1,000 TOWARDS A NEW 2020: ESCAPE (EXCLUDING S), FUSION OR ECOSPORT; $1,500 TOWARDS A NEW 2020: MUSTANG (EXCLUDING SHELBYTM GT350/500 MUSTANG), EDGE, EXPLORER, RANGER, TRANSIT (EXCLUDING STRIPPED CHASSIS AND CUTAWAYS), OR TRANSIT CONNECT; $2,500 TOWARDS A NEW
2020: EXPEDITION, F-150 (EXCLUDING F-150 RAPTOR, F-150 SUPERCAB OR SUPERCREW XL WITH DIESEL ENGINE), OR F-250 TO F-550 (EACH AN “ELIGIBLE VEHICLE”). BRONCO, BRONCO SPORT, E-SERIES, FORD GT, ALL STRIPPED CHASSIS AND CUTAWAYS, AND F-650 TO F-750 ARE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR THIS OFFER. TAXES PAYABLE AFTER INCENTIVE AMOUNT IS DEDUCTED. TO QUALIFY: (I)
CUSTOMER MUST, AT THE TIME OF THE ELIGIBLE VEHICLE SALE, DEMONSTRATE TO THE DEALER / PROVIDE THE DEALER WITH SUFFICIENT PROOF OF CRITERIA AND A SIGNED ORIGINAL OWNERSHIP TRANSFERRING HIS/HER VEHICLE TO THE AUTHORIZED DEALER; AND (II) THE ELIGIBLE VEHICLE MUST BE PURCHASED, LEASED, OR FACTORY ORDERED DURING THE PROGRAM PERIOD. LIMIT ONE
(1) INCENTIVE PER ELIGIBLE VEHICLE SALE. RETAIL OFFERS NOT COMBINABLE WITH OTHER PRIVATE/TARGETED OFFERS. ©2020 FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Better savings start here

FISH FROM GUYANA

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

Buy Directly from the Importer and Save Big
Lowest Prices on the Market – Guaranteed

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

1201717CN.1

Fish and Shrimp Caught in the Atlantic
Bangamaree (Fine, Fillet & Headless), Red Snapper, Catfish, Cuirass, Sea
Trout, Smoked Catfish, Cuffum, King Fish, Mackerel and Grey Snapper.

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Contact: Mobile: 647-218-6967 • 416-769-2914 (after hours) or Paul: 416-450-3570

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-

Residential Mortgages
1st & 2nd Mortgages
Mortgage Renewals
Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Refinancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent
13

Dir: 416-505-9583

5200 Finch Ave. E. Unit 306, Scarborough, ON M1S 4Z5
Email: kamla4@hotmail.com
*Some Conditions Apply
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Sign of the times as all roads lead to Little Guyana
By Dhanpaul Narine
f, from the public steps, you make your
way onto Liberty Avenue and Lefferts
Boulevard, you might then ask, “Where
is the sign that says Little Guyana?”
You will realise that there is no sign,
and there are good reasons for it. Guyanese
are politically sleepy. Most of them are
interested in Guyana affairs, rather than in
local politics. How many can name their
congressman or senators in Washington?
Guyanese children form a large percentage of
the school population in Richmond Hill, but
only a handful of parents bother to attend the
open school meetings. They patronise other
business, rather than their own, and don’t get
them started about Jagan and Burnham!
Given this apathy, it must come as
something of a surprise for Guyanese to pass
at 101 Avenue and Lefferts Boulevard, in
Queens, and see something different. Their
first reaction was, “OMG! The Punjabis have
an Avenue that is named after them!” Yes,
there is a Punjab Av, and it is more than a
symbol.
It is a landmark, a testament to the
achievements of Sikhs, etched on a signpost
of dreams and enterprise. It is a cause for
celebration, because while other communities
were sleeping, Sikhs were able to combine
hard work with political astuteness and get
the City Council to approve Punjab Av. One
question on social media touched a nerve:
“How long were Guyanese in the Queens area,
and why there is no ‘Little Guyana’ sign?” A
short history lesson is in order.
Guyanese began to move into Richmond
Hill in earnest by the mid-1980s. There were
three Guyanese stores in Liberty Avenue in
1985, and a year later, a Trinidad roti shop
was added to the mix. The real estate industry,
and attorney offices, expanded on Liberty
Avenue, and it was bustling with energy
and enterprise. In 1985, the Indo-Caribbean
Federation was formed with Rudra Nath as its
president. Around that time, Liberty Avenue
and the surrounding streets, were referred
to fondly as ‘Little Guyana.’ The Masjid-alAbidin, Lutheran Church, and the Mandirs,
added to the vitality and religiosity of the
community.
There were good reasons for ‘Little Guyana’
to become part of the Guyanese psyche. In
1989, the first Phagwah Parade took place; it
grew to become the biggest street festival in
Queens. In that same year, the East Indian
Diaspora Committee, led by Dr Prem Misir,
Tilokie Depoo, Dr Tara Singh, Frankie
Ramadar, Dr Basdeo Mangru, and others,
held an International Conference on the
diaspora in New York. The invited guest was
Dr Cheddi Jagan. Queens College published a
monograph of the conference titled The East
Indian Diaspora. This writer has a chapter in
that monograph.

I

Sikhs make inroads with Punjab Av as Guyanese seek to co-name Liberty
It wasn’t long after that the EIDC put up
its candidate, Tilokie Depoo, to run for a City
Council seat. Tilokie gave the community
a foot in the door from which others have
benefitted. Pandit Ramlall, of the Arya
Spiritual Center, was an important figure in
the mobilisation of the community. He was
respected, and
temperamentally
suited to bring
peoples together.
He worked
with leaders in
a bi-partisan
way to help
create greater
understanding
and tolerance in
the community.
In October
1996, the New
York Times ran a
series of articles
to point out
the problems
with illegal
conversions
in the City.
The statistics
showed that
the majority of
such conversions occurred in Queens, where
Indo-Caribbeans lived. The City employed
Building Inspectors that would wait for hours
outside homes, to inspect them, and to issue
violations. Fines in the sum of thousands
of dollars were levied against homeowners
for renting their basements. Matters came
to a head when the Giuliani administration
introduced legislation (Intro: 363 A) in the
City Council, to officially outlaw basement
occupancy.
This writer organised a rally at the Masjidal-Abidin, and the New Concept Democratic
Club held community meetings at Richmond
Hill High School and at the then Chateau
Royale in Queens. Ed Ahmad hired 11 buses
and around 400 persons rallied outside the
City Council to have the Bill withdrawn.
There were hearings at which community
leaders testified, and at the end of those
hearings, the Bill was withdrawn. That was
the first time in the history of the IndoCaribbean community, in New York, that local
activism, and organising, led to a positive
outcome.Today, in a complete reversal of the
discriminatory policies in the 1990s, the City
has revisited basement occupancy, and has
given approval for basements to be rented to
ease the housing shortage.
By the year 2000, the Indo-Caribbean
community was among the highest propertyowning group in Queens. It was also

Urgent Appeal For Kidney Donation

P

andit Krishna Sukul who resides in
a transplant of one kidney.
Scarborough, Ontario, is appealing to
Her blood group is ‘O’, which is considered
the community for urgent assistance
a priority, but in the absence of a donor with
to help save the life of his 54-year old wife
this blood type, any other type of donor would
Satwattie Sukul.
be accepted.
She is suffering from kidney
The doctors indicated that
failure with both of her kidneys
anyone can live happily with
functioning at only five percent
one kidney, and that a donor
efficiency.
would be tested medically to
She is on peritoneal dialysis
ensure that there would be no
and has to do exchanges four
complications before accepttimes every day, which is done
ing a donation. Several indiat home.
viduals have done this type of
She has completed all the
procedures before and they
required medical examinations at
are living a normal life.
the Scarborough General and St
Pt Sukul is making this
Satwattie Sukul
Michael’s Hospital, and is curearnest appeal for anyone
rently on a waiting list for a kidney.
who might be in a position to help save the
The estimated waiting period is between
life of his wife.
two to five years, but with her kidney function
He may be contacted at (416) 267-5038, or
deteriorating rapidly, urgent help is needed for
through his sister Rajmini at (905) 783-0459.
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well-established in business, construction,
education, and professional employment.
Liberty Avenue reflected the growth, dreams,
and aspirations of the community. It was
around this time that the influx of Sikhs began
into South Queens. The point to note from
the foregoing history is that by the time the
Sikhs arrived,
a space was
already created
for them by
Indo-Caribbeans.
The Punjabi
community
found it easy
to navigate the
system and to
expand their
business, in
construction, and
in the hospitality
industry. IndoCaribbeans
supported Sikh
businesses, and
continue to do so
today.
The Sikh
community has
experienced
tragedies as
immigrants. In September 1907, they were
attacked in Bellingham, Washington, due
to racism. In Southhall, London, in the UK,
a Sikh was killed in race riots. Southhall,
incidentally, is popularly known as Chota
or Little Punjab. In 2012, a mass shooting
happened at a Gurdwara in Oak Cross,
Wisconsin, where several Sikhs were killed.

These bitter experiences have taught Sikhs
to negotiate with the prevailing system.
They register to vote, support candidates
that are running for office, and help to bring
out the votes. They also run for office and
win elections. Guyanese, Trinidadians, and
Surinamese, and others, need to learn from
the Sikhs.
It was a feather in their cap, when on a
bright day in October 2020, 101 Avenue and
Lefferts Boulevard in Queens was co-named
“Punjab Av.” Councilwoman Adrienne Adams
rightly lauded the efforts and contributions of
the Sikh community. But, inevitably, questions
were asked about the ‘Little Guyana’ sign on
Liberty Avenue.
There is no shortage of opinions from
the Guyanese community concerning the
installation of a ‘Little Guyana’ sign. Annetta
Seecharran of Chhaya says that action is
needed to have it done. Ashook Ramsarran
of IDC supports the sign, and asks that it be
done with urgency.
Lakshmee Singh of Divya Jyoti Association
says that such a sign is long overdue, while
City Council Candidate Dimple Willabus
points out that Liberty Avenue is among the
first stop for Guyanese immigrants. Rozanna
Beaumont praised the Sikh community and
would be happy to see a ‘Little Guyana’ sign
as well.
District Leader, Richard David, is aware
of the responses, but his job would be much
easier, if the community can join hands and
work in unity. As we give thanks and praise,
let us salute the achievements of Sikhs, and
wish them well. Perhaps 2021 will be the year
when Liberty Avenue is proudly co-named
“Little Guyana.”
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Diwali’s lights shine in Little Guyana despite Covid-19 restrictions
From Page 1
and her husband Lall Singh.
The Diwali Parade was started
by Pandit Ramlall of the Arya
Spiritual Center and resurrected
by Dolly Singh, some 20 years
ago. This writer was with Pandit
Ramlall and Dolly Singh and can
attest to their contributions and
the growth of the Motorcade.
But it is to the credit of
Lakshmee Singh, and her team,
that the Motorcade was able to
attain international prominence.
Lakshmee has put her heart
and soul into the event and the
results speak for itself. Pandit
Chunelall Narine of the Shri
Trimurti Bhavan congratulated
Trimurti’s 'Mother Lakshmi’ Priya Paray,
Lakshmee and the Divya Jyoti
flanked by Val Singh and Mendra Singh
Association and spoke about
the significance of Diwali. He
urged all to work for peace in
these challenging times and to
allow light to shine in their lives.
He also gave a detailed description of the significance of Diwali
and proceeded to light the lamp
with members of the Divya Jyoti
Association. Councilwoman
Adrienne Adams said she was
proud to be associated with
Diwali, while Assemblyman
Khaleel Anderson pointed out
that it was time that Diwali be
observed as a school holiday.
Khyume Khan from the
NYPD and the Desi Society
recalled the story of Lord Rama
leaving Ayodhya, and he too
urged that in this pandemic
‘Happy Diwali’ hangs as a proud greeting to visitors on Liberty
Avenue, the start of ‘Little Guyana’ in Queens, New York
peace and light should shine.
Vijay Ramjattan from the United
Madrassi Association reinforced the idea that ber of Mandirs in the community. At the Shri
Diwali should be a holiday, and stated that he Trimurti Bhavan, Pandit Chunelall Narine welsuccessfully moved a motion in District 28 for comed to the mandir the first elected South
such a holiday to be granted. In her speech, Asian Assemblywoman, Jenifer Rajkumar. She
Dolly Singh thanked Pandit Ramlall for his was accompanied by community advocate
vision and his missionary work. She pointed Romeo Hitlall. In her remarks, Jenifer thanked
out that the first Motorcade had only ten per- the Guyanese, Trinidadian, Surinamese, and
Punjabi community, among others, for her vicsons.
As she recalled, “It was a cold day. It was tory. She promised to work for the betterment
raining and snowing. It was easy to get dis- of all and to redress the imbalance and neglect
appointed. But I will never forget what Dr that occurred for years in South Queens. The
Dhanpaul Narine said to me. He said, ‘Don’t Shri Trimurti Bhavan had its own ‘Mother
be disappointed. This Motorcade will grow and Lakshmi’ in Priya Paray who did a fine job, and
grow and will attract thousands’. I am happy stalwarts Mendra Singh and Val Singh, were in
to say that those words have come to pass. top notch form, as usual.
Happy Diwali to all.
Last year, we had over 10,000 persons and the
Motorcade is still growing.”
The cultural performances at
this year’s program were from
the Natraj Cultural Group and
the Sanassani Dance Group.
They both excelled and had the
audience wanting more. Terry
Gajraj showed that he is a real
trooper by traveling all the way
from Connecticut to perform.
Ramesh Deochand and Parbati,
from the Nirvana Humanitarian
Foundation, provided excellent
sound, and Roshan Shiwcharran
from ‘AbeeChunesRadio’ gave
great support, as did Imran Ali
Ahmad from ITV’s ‘West Indian
Today’ show. Kishore Sieunarine,
producer of ‘Echoes from the
Plantation,’ did an excellent job
as the Master of Ceremonies.
The decorations were done by
Shanta Flowers and Top Notch
Decorators. Congratulations to
Lakshmee Singh and the Divya
Jyoti Association for a wonderful program. Hopefully, the
Lakshmee Singh with ‘Mother Lakshmi’
Motorcade will return next year.
Steffinie Komala Karamchand
On the night of Diwali,
(Dhanpaul Narine Photos)
there were services in a num-

Pundit Chunelall Narine of Shri Trimurti Bhavan lit the
traditional lamp and extended a Diwali message

Dolly & Lall Singh extended greetings
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DIASPORA DISCOURSES

Ramlila: Tools of empowerment for an uprooted diaspora

By Romeo Kaseram
adly, outdoor celebrations of Ramlila,
also Ramleela, in Trinidad and Tobago
were canceled this year due to Covid-19.
However, while many Ramlila groups decided to
forego performances, Trinidad and Tobago’s first
Pandita, Dr Indrani Rampersad, found a way to
deliver the celebration online, and so took it to a
wider, global audience.
With the predatory Covid-19 now in its
second wave, and the traditional performers
of the annual Ramlila foregoing performances
in groups and open spaces, Rampersad led a
project by the Ayodha Research Institute in
India that delivered the celebration globally,
Trinidad and Tobago’s Sunday Express reported
earlier this month. The effort was a first, with
Rampersad assembling historical videos and
Pandita Dr Indrani Rampersad
current ones by Ramlila groups around the
world, which were then streamed into the homes
of a global, online audience.
If the pandemic negatively restricted
Ramlila being performed in fixed localities in
Trinidad and Tobago, Mauritius, Fiji, India,
and in its other locations in the world, then
the positive out of this was its various styles of
performances, costuming, and make-up, became
available as a first to a wider viewing, global
audience.
Speaking with the Sunday Express,
Rampersad noted Covid-19 was having its
ongoing, deleterious impact in group settings,
Fiery finale: The burning of
but added it could not undo the desire for
Ravan at the Rio Claro Ramlila
personal worship.
performance in south
“Although the pandemic has upended routines, it has not Trinidad. Photos
tremendously impacted domestic personal worship, which is courtesy Rio Claro
the main way that Hindus worship. Hindu worship has never Ramleela Committee.
been confined to a congregational setting or place. One can
In a 2016 paper Rampersad wrote on her research, Ram Lila
go to a mandir to pray, make offerings to the deities, join
and
the Remaking of a New Caribbean Civilisation: Nobel Prize
community worship or satsangh; or, most popularly, pray in
Winner
Derek Walcott, she described the celebration as an
their personal mandirs in the yard or inside their home,” she
“annual, folk, amateur, open-air enactment of the life of avatar
said.
Celebrations of Diwali in a challenging, restrictive 2020 also Sree Ram, as told in Ramcharitmanas”. She added, “It is a form
of Vaishnava devotion and takes place in the sharad navratri
found expression in its new, online form, with worshippers
period (October-November) during the popular and ecstatic
bunkered down indoors against the marauding coronavirus
festival of Navratri dedicated to Shakti or Devi worship
outside, rather than assembled in vulnerable groups at
(namely, deities of Saraswati, Lakshmi and Durga, in various
community events, Rampersad noted. It meant devotees
performed a lot of virtual pujas and satsanghs in the lead-up to manifestations). It runs for ten days with great battles and the
grand burning/cremation of Ravan on the tenth day.”
Diwali.
However, the celebration took on more profound meanings
Also, this year in Trinidad and Tobago, as it was done by
in its transplanted and locational performativity away from its
devotees elsewhere, Diwali celebrations and its sacred lights
Indian roots. Rampersad notes that discovery and acquisition
were set up indoors, and saw, for example, both the National
of knowledge, what she earlier described as a scholarly
Council of Indian Culture and the University of Trinidad and
Tobago performing and streaming these closed-door devotions curiosity to explore the social and religious dynamics driving
the celebration, led her to appreciate how the emergence of
online.
Ramlila was inextricably linked to the indentured Indian
It is no wonder then, that Rampersad successfully explored
diaspora, its concomitant colonial oppression through
the online path to keep the annual tradition of Ramlila
uprootedness, and then empowerment and resistance.
performing, albeit on electronic devices. She is well-known
According to Rampersad, the Ramlila tradition traveled to
globally for her research of the open air performance, and has
the
Caribbean, and elsewhere where the diaspora eventually
spent many years exploring and writing about the artform.
settled,
during the passage across the kali pani, the black water
“I’ve always been interested in issues of identity and culture.
of the ocean crossing in the 19th century; its first performance
I wanted to know how Ramlila started, and I wanted to
understand the religious and social dimensions of Ramlila, and took place on a sugar plantation. What started as a religious
ritual then evolved into a form of resistance and social
the impact they had on diaspora communities, which I don’t
commentary, Rampersad told the Sunday Express.
think we appreciated at first,” she told the Sunday Express.
Said Rampersad: “Many of the indentured diaspora hoped
Rampersad returned to Trinidad and Tobago following
to
return
home at the end of their contract. As such, they
graduate studies at New York University to a research
saw
themselves
as being like Rama the avatar and king, who
fellowship at UTT. Her area of study in New York, which was
went into exile in the forests. Cultural events like Ramlila
Indian performances with a focus on Ramlila, had laid the
had a psychological impact on the Indian diaspora; it helped
foundation for further research. As she noted, prior to 2007,
them to deal with the injustices they faced, and keep hope
there was no significant research on Ramlila in Trinidad.
of a return to the source – physical and spiritual. These
“Initially UTT wanted me to research Ramlila in Trinidad,
but I wanted to get to the source, otherwise it would have been community practices also strengthened community life, and
provided healthy recreation for all. They became… tools of
a purely descriptive thesis. I wanted to better understand the
empowerment.”
deeper nuances,” she said.
As she notes in her paper, Ram Lila and the Remaking of
A grant from the Indian Council for Cultural Relations
a New Caribbean Civilisation, the indentured labourers who
of the government of India opened the door to North India,
came from North and South India (mainly from Uttar Pradesh
she said. While there, the Ayodha Research Institute of India
and Bihar) “expected to return at the end of their agreement/
provided her with all the facilities for her research. What
contract to what they called, not Bharat desh or India, (which
Rampersad discovered was she had unique knowledge about
was not yet born when they left), but which they lovingly
the open air theatre productions of Ramlila in the Caribbean,
referred to as ‘muluk’ or ‘muluk desh’”.
since many Indian nationals did not know about the
She adds, “Theirs is a story of largely deceptive labour
celebrations in Trinidad and Suriname.
schemes with contracts that kept them bonded to their
The next opportunity that opened up for her burgeoning
plantation owners; of broken promises, broken dreams,
explorations was a trip to Mauritius; this was followed with
and broken hearts; and of creativity, new beginnings, and
further research in Fiji. Eleven years after the start of her
new dreams… Scripture, literature, and the performing arts
project, Rampersad published the text, Ram Lila-s in North
provided a major pillar of stability for the jahajis… and their
India and Mauritius, which is now available on Amazon.

S
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descendants. The Hindus brought the Srimad Bhagwat Purana,
Shiva Purana, Sukh Sagar, Prem Sagar, Garuda Purana, and
Ramcharitmanas, and the Muslims brought the Holy Quran
and Hadith. Hindus would later add other texts from India like
the Bhagavad Gita, Vedas, Upanishads, and other Puranas.”
Rampersad notes the indentured labourers also brought “a
rich oral, music, song and performance tradition, with both
Hindus and Muslims being experts in singing Indian songs
like bhajans, qawwali, dhrupad, thumri, and [ghazals]… They
performed dramatisations in nautanki style, and had long tenday Lilas. These ancestral traditions provided fertile ground on
which the jahajis would forge a new Caribbean identity…”
It is along this line of exploration where Rampersad turns
her scholarly attention to the epiphanic moment of realisation
about Ramlila that Derek Walcott explores in his 1992 Nobel
Lecture. As Rampersad states, in his Lecture, during a visit to a
Ramlila ground in Felicity, central Trinidad, Walcott comes to
see the theatre and its emergent aesthetic “reflecting a people,
not in search of a ‘lost India, but celebrating a real presence’”.
Rampersad writes: “He saw the remaking of a people and
their culture as analogous to putting together the fragments of
a broken jar with a love that was stronger than that ‘which took
its symmetry for granted when it was whole’. This metaphor
parallels that of the Japanese art of kintsugi or golden joinery,
where broken pottery is put back together carefully with a
mixture of gold and other elements. The philosophy is about
embracing a broken history by making the repair process and
new elements part of the history of the pot – not rejecting the
broken pot – but of turning it into a new work of art.”
She adds, “As Walcott had noted, the love in this process
was stronger than the love for the unbroken pottery. He saw
a similar process of life and creativity in Indians and Africans
– all remaking themselves and, in the process, remaking
a Caribbean civilisation… Walcott put the Indian face of
Trinidad and Tobago on the international stage when he
used Ram Lila as a metaphor for re-making a new Caribbean
civilisation in the wake of European colonisation. In an instant,
he brought fame to [Trinidad] and the significant contribution
that Indo-Trinidadians/Tobagonians were making in the
process of identity formation in the region.”
Rampersad’s paper, Ram Lila and the Remaking of a New
Caribbean Civilisation: Nobel Prize Winner Derek Walcott, is
located at: https://www.academia.edu/31103130/Ram_Lila_1_
and_the_Remaking_of_a_New_Caribbean_Civilization_
Nobel_Prize_Winner_Derek_Walcott; her book, Ram Lila-s
in North India and Mauritius, is being sold on Amazon:
https://www.amazon.in/Ram-Lilas-Nrth-India-Mauritius/
dp/9387889823; Walcott’s Nobel Lecture: https://www.
nobelprize.org/prizes/literature/1992/walcott/lecture/.
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AUTHORS' CORNER

RSL, Bocas recognise rise of Rhys in region’s canon

C

ome November 19 the UK’s Royal Society of
Literature will present a special event in collaboration
with the Bocas Lit Fest in recognition of Jean Rhys,
the Dominica-born author of European descent. Rhys resides
as a seminal author in the post-colonial canon, and is an RSL
Fellow.
The event by RSL and Bocas is a joint celebration marking
RSL’s 200th birthday and the Bocas Lit Fest’s tenth.
Rhys was born in 1890 in Roseau, Dominica, and is best
known for her canonical 1966 novel Wide Sargasso Sea.
It imagined the early life of Bertha Mason from Charlotte
Brontë’s 1847 novel Jane Eyre.
The novel is an archetypal work that “writes back” to
literary tradition, and remains a popular classic that tackles
difficult and troubling questions about history and race.
While this novel has been prominently explored as a literary
masterclass for post-colonial narration, Rhy’s wider writing

career has been less investigated, and which spanned decades
and different forms, from her 1939 novel Good Morning
Midnight, to Smile Please: An Unfinished Autobiography,
published in 1979, the year she died.
Wide Sargasso Sea appears among the top 24 crowd-sourced
books in the NGC Bocas Lit Fest’s ‘100 Caribbean Books
That Made Us’ campaign. Rhys also ranks highest of the four
women among 16 Caribbean authors whose books are most
frequently mentioned as regional writings that helped shape
generations of readers and writers.
Come November 19, US writer, translator, and academic
Lauren Elkin, UK novelist and journalist Linda Grant,
and Trinidad and Tobago poet and book blogger Shivanee
Ramlochan will discuss the impact of Rhys on Caribbean
literature, and across the globe with moderator Shahidha Bari.
Grant describes Rhys as her writing “hero”; Ramlochan
“thinks often of Jean Rhys’ Antoinette, carrying her arsonist’s

candle through the empty, cold halls of her oppressor’s
mansion, ready to raze it”; and Elkin says Rhys’ work has been
undervalued “for decades”.
The event will be livestreamed from 3:30 p.m. through 4:45
p.m. GMT-4. Interested attendees are invited to book spots
(the cost is £5) via the British Library website at https://www.
bl.uk/events/whats-so-greatabout- jean-rhys.

a place on an island that is home to some of the most fearsome
warriors on Earth.
Speaking with the Caribbean publication, Searchlight, Carr
says the story was inspired by a desire to explore indigenous
life prior to the imperialistic intervention of
European culture.
“This story was
inspired by my deep
desire to know what
life was like for the
indigenous people of my
home country, St Vincent
and the Grenadines
(Hiroon), before the
arrival of the Europeans,”
she says.
She had read much
from the perspective
of Europeans – sailors,
missionaries, soldiers,
and settlers – as it relates
to the Kalina people.
However, she felt these
Carr
works, “in all likelihood would have been
filtered through the lenses of their own cultural and societal
norms”. On the other hand, there was little written to reflect
the Kalina’s perspective.

Says Carr: “That led me to ponder the words of American
author Toni Morrison: ‘If there’s a book you want to read, but
it hasn’t been written yet, then you must write it’.”
She began her journey by sifting through the works of
historians, archaeologists, palaeontologists, anthropologists,
and naturalists. Mobilising facts and artifacts,
Carr says she imagined what it could have
been like then, and worked at shaping that
world back to life in her pages of her book.
Shape of a Warrior is Carr’s first novel.
She is currently based in Taiwan, where
she works as a news editor and serves as a
Cultural Ambassador of St Vincent and the
Grenadines.
Carr is a winner of the British
Broadcasting Corporation poetry prize. In
2014 she was selected by the BBC as the
representative poet for St Vincent and the
Grenadines as its Scotland’s Poetry Postcard
series for the Commonwealth Games. Her
poems have been included in anthologies
published in the Caribbean, UK, and New
Zealand.
Shape of a Warrior is in Kindle and paperback formats on
Amazon marketplaces internationally. It can also be ordered
from the Dominica-based publisher, Emmanuel Publishing
House, website: http://www.emmanuelpublishinghouse.com/.

Poet, author Carr gives shape to unwritten SVG indigenous lives

C

aribbean literature has gained an exciting new
addition with the release of an historical fiction novel
by Vincentian writer, poet, and journalist Peggy Carr.
Set in the Caribbean in the pre-Columbian era, Shape of
a Warrior is a captivating tale about the
indomitable spirit of a young adventurer
and her unlikely friend in the battlecentred world of the indigenous Kalina
people.
Written for young adult readers, the
female bildungsroman – a coming-of-age
story, is told in soaring language about the
escapades, struggles, and challenges of the
two main characters, Yurubi and Aloo, on
the island of Hiroon.
In the text, Yurubi dreams of boat
building, with Aloo growing to become a
friend like no other, despite being terrified
of the sea. Together, they secretly explore
the forest near Aloo’s cave hideout, learn
to make weapons and tools, play wrestling
games, hunt, and build small river boats.
However, their world of adventure
Peggy
crumbles when Aloo is forced out of
hiding, with Yurubi’s unwomanly skills becoming apparent.
Under the cryptic eye of the village shaman, Yurubi and Aloo
struggle against their anguish, fears, and misgivings to fight for

A

n alcoholic mother and an abusive drug-addicted
father used their welfare money to feed their habits
and starve their child. The family relied on soup
kitchens for nourishment.
By the age of thirteen, Janice
had started to develop psychic
powers that she kept hidden for
fear of becoming an outcast.
Janice socialised with her
classmates, but avoided contact with them after school due to
her dysfunctional family state. She had grown to become the
caregiver of her parents, catering to their relentless demands
for her attention.
On dry, sunny days and clear evenings, the park behind the
school provided a sanctuary for the teenager. She cleared an
area hidden from view, where she completed class assignments
and napped in peaceful tranquility. On wet days, she used the
library to study.
A light at the far edge of the park caught her attention one
evening when she awoke from her nap. She rubbed her eyes
and peered through the brush. She had never seen it before.
After gathering her study materials and shoving them into
her backpack, she zipped it up and slung it over her shoulders.
She avoided stepping on twigs during her advance toward the
light. Her heart thumped with anticipation.
When she got closer, Janice discovered that the light
emanated from a window of a tiny bungalow that she had
never seen before. She used soft-padded footsteps to reach
the window. A peek into the house revealed an old woman
lying on a bed in the middle of a room that made up the entire
home. The pristine white bedsheet and pillows blended with
the bare walls and floors.
The skinny woman’s bones protruded through the white
linen sheet covering her from shoulder to toes. Her thinning
white hair and bony face gave her the appearance of a corpse,
but her chest raised and sagged slowly in a deep sleep. The
bed’s headboard had a white tombstone shape with the name
‘Mother Time’ written in large, raised white Gothic letters.
A glance around showed no signs of a door or other living
persons in the little house. White sand poured through the
middle of a gold-framed hourglass standing on beach sand on
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The Supernatural

T he
S ands o f Time

the top of a night table beside the bed.
As if detecting Janice’s presence, the sleeping woman turned
her head in small jerking movements toward her and popped
blood-red eyes wide open. She forced a feeble smile at Janice
and beckoned her to come closer.
Janice froze when the elderly woman stretched a bony arm
out and knocked over the hourglass. In an instant, the light
flicked off, leaving Janice staring into complete blackness. The
teenager scampered away with her heart in her throat.
In the moonlit semi-darkness of twilight, Janice’s sprint
slowed to a trot, and decreased further to a slow walk when
she noticed that everything around her had stopped and hung
in suspended animation.
People and dogs stood like statues, with one foot off the
ground in preparation for the next step. Drivers in cars stared
straight ahead without moving, and helmeted cyclists sat on
stationary upright bicycles that balanced on their own.
When she arrived home, her mom held a glass of wine to
her mouth with a cigarette between her index and middle
fingers. Her dad also had a cigarette between his fingers. His
position and a frozen smile on his face indicated that he was in
conversation with his wife. The smoke from the cigarettes lay
suspended and attached to the cigarettes’ red tip and gray ash.
Janice blew at the smoke, but it remained unmoving. She
tried to tip the wine glass, but neither the glass nor the wine
budged. The flame in the fireplace did not jump up and down
with life. It remained dormant in its blue, yellow, and orange
colors.
Faced with the strangeness of her situation, Janice crawled
into bed, fully-clothed, and tried to make sense of the
circumstances in which she had found herself. She wondered
if she had entered a dream in which the world had come to a
standstill. The hands of the clock never moved.

Kamil
Ali

After an agonizing couple of hours, Janice armed herself
with a flashlight and left for the park. She had to return to the
house, the source of her anxiety, to find answers. On her way,
she saw an owl hanging with its wings spread in midflight. The
night hunter had a fieldmouse clamped in its talons.
Using the flashlight, Janice picked her way through the
brush toward the house.
When she reached the house, she found the window open
as if inviting her in. The flashlight illuminated the interior.
The old lady and the bed had vanished! The light revealed the
hourglass and beach sand in the middle of the floor.
Janice felt that the little house had appeared only for her.
With her ability to stay in motion during the suspension of
time, Janice felt like she had received a calling for a “changing
of the guard” to become the next Mother Time.
She climbed through the window and advanced toward the
hourglass. The window slowly slid shut behind her when she
sat on the floor and turned the hourglass upright. A glance
through the window showed the owl continuing flight toward
its nest.
When she flipped it on its other edge, the owl reversed its
flight pattern. Janice had inherited the power to control time,
but could not accelerate or retard its progress.
After a glance around the room, she imagined furnishings
that appeared at her command and disappeared if she wanted
to substitute them. She could change the bed to a throne or a
sofa at will.
Janice knew that her disappearance from the community
would raise concerns, but did not worry since runaways
usually came from homes such as the one in which she had
grown up.
Janice’s newfound power allowed her to go backward and
forward or suspend time to keep the universe in check.
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Govt slashes schols in cost-cutting move

Port-of-Spain – Opposition Leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar many entry-level positions. In order for our citizens to earn and
is questioning the PNM government’s priorities following its develop skills to be competitive in an increasingly demanding
gutting of the scholarship programme with a draconian down- job market, we must have access to higher education.”
Haynes said while there was a need to restructure and
sizing from 400 to 100 annual awards.
On Friday, Persad-Bissessar said the government should not streamline GATE, it should be done through a structured
be cutting scholarships even as it spends (TT) $23 million to approach, not in a manner that hurts students and young professionals.
outfit a building in St Clair that is rented to
She also urged the government to include
the State by relatives of PNM Attorney General
tertiary-education stakeholders in consultaFaris Al-Rawi.
tions to establish a “gradual transition to more
Last Friday Education Minister Nyan
Gadsby-Dolly announced the deep slashing to
sustainable funding”, while noting that the policy adjustments call into question the sincerity
the scholarships’ program.
of the PNM administration’s commitment to
Said Persad-Bissessar: “Cutting this is a trecreating better lives.
mendous blow to the young people. It is most
On Friday, Gadsby-Dolly announced the
unfortunate, disgraceful, and shameful.”
She urged the government to reconsider the
draconian changes that will excise 300 scholarships, reducing the number from 400 to just
cuts, which she described as “a totally back100. She also announced the introduction of a
ward move”. Persad-Bissessar said such educabursary system to benefit up to 500 students.
tional assistance is needed to assist in the career
Gadsby-Dolly said the adjustments were
development of Trinidad and Tobago’s youth.
Tabaquite MP Anita Haynes also urged the
necessary, with its objective being to save some
government to reconsider the funding cut to Kamla Persad-Bissessar $100 million annually.
In the GATE Programme, funding for post-graduate studthe Government Assistance for Tuition Expenses programme.
She said the ministry must clarify whether the adjustment ies was terminated with immediate effect. Students currently
applies to all undergraduate programmes, including certificates enrolled in post-graduate programmes will cease to be funded
from August 2021.
and diplomas.
Gadsby-Dolly said scholarships have been a significant
“Will students who pursue their undergraduate degree
through a series of shorter programmes receive continued expense on the country over the years.
“The number of Island Scholarships offered over the years
funding until they attain full qualification? Or will only one
such course qualify as their undergraduate GATE funding?” she increased from five to ten in the 1960s and 1970s, to 20 in the
asked. She also called on the government to revise its decision to 1980s; and by the year 2008, that number progressed to 261,
reaching a maximum of 447 in 2014, then settling at 400 annustop GATE funding of postgraduate programmes.
Said Haynes: “Tertiary education has become mandatory for ally from 2016 to 2019,” she said.

Bharath makes case to succeed Persad-Bissessar

Port-of-Spain – It was an embarrassing response that
Bharath added under Persad-Bissessar’s leadership, the UNC
Opposition Leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar endured from Prime has lost its way, and the membership must make a decision on
Minister Dr Keith Rowley, Vasant Bharath said last week follow- whether this “leadership, which has failed us on 11 previous
ing the give-and-take between two of Trinidad and Tobago’s occasions, can take us into victory on the 12th attempt”.
most senior politicians.
He added: “We must decide, members of this great party,
Bharath was commenting on Rowley’s verbal attack of whether we want to be in government in the next five years or
Persad-Bissessar following her claim the govless, or whether we want to stay in opposition
ernment had duped the OWTU into believing
for the next 15. We are in politics to win. When
they would have first priority on the purchase
we win we get into government. None of us are
of the Pointe-a-Pierre refinery, when it was
in politics to stay in opposition.”
secretly planning sell to a foreign entity.
Bharath said if the party does not face the
Bharath said Rowley’s response embarrassed
realities of why it continues to fail, then, “We
him and the UNC; also, it reinforced the view
would always be hoping to win, rather than
that there is need for change at the top.
planning to win.”
Among what Rowley leveled against PersadThe UNC conducted a feeble campaign, and
Bissessar was an accusation that she was undermade unforced errors during the last elections,
mining the people of Trinidad and Tobago, the
he said. Bharath also criticised Persad-Bissessar
labour movement, and the banking sector. He
for ousting seasoned campaigners such as forsaid Persad-Bissessar did it to distract the pubmer Couva North MP Ramona Ramdial and
lic’s attention away from the UNC’s plagiarism
attorney Larry Lalla. Both Ramdial and Lalla
Vasant Bharath
of a congratulatory message to US president
are now working on Bharath’s campaign team.
elect Joe Biden from a UK Member of Parliament. PersadBharath also criticised Persad-Bissessar for sidelining veterBissessar’s message was posted to her Facebook account.
ans as Dr Tim Gopeesingh, Dr Suruj Rambachan, and Kevin
Said Bharath: “Today I witnessed another bashing by the Ramnarine, moves that led to supporters doubting the UNC
prime minister. It was embarrassing. I offer my services, and was a viable alternative to the PNM.
whatever else I have to offer... my experience, my expertise in
He also compared the results from 2010, citing the party’s
the field of finance, in the field of economics, in the field of win of 29 seats, a constitutional majority, with 432,000 votes to
energy, to assist the party regardless of the fact that we have an the 2020 effort that returned 19 seats from 309,000 votes.
internal election on December 6. We all owe it to ourselves to
Said Bharath: “A loss of 123,000 votes in ten years, and we
ensure that we save ourselves the kind of embarrassment we lost four partners along the way. The buck must stop with the
witnessed today.”
leader.”

‘Tyrant of Trinidad’ being removed in UK locations
Port-of-Spain – A century-old monument of “the tyrant
of Trinidad”, Lieutenant-General Sir Thomas Picton, may be
coming down from St Paul’s Cathedral in London. It comes following a probe into “offensive” statues and monuments, and in
the wake of another Picton memorial being removed from the
Cardiff City Hall in the UK, where it stood for over a century.
Since last summer, BLM protesters in the UK have been calling for targeted statues and monuments to be removed, saying
these celebrate and glorify historical figures who committed
“abhorrent” acts of racism.
Picton was Governor of Trinidad from 1797-1801, has been
described as a “brutal” slave owner who acquired a considerable
fortune through the slave trade. Several statues of Picton stand
across the UK, where he is recalled as a hero, and is the highestranking Welsh officer to have been killed during the Battle of
Waterloo in 1815.
The Picton memorial at St Paul’s Cathedral is one of several
now being reviewed as part of an £800,000 probe, which was
reported in the UK’s Daily Mail last week. While Picton is
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framed as a hero in the UK, his reputation remains severely
tainted by brutality during his rule as governor in Trinidad.
During his governorship in Port-of-Spain, he was convicted
for the torture of a 14-year-old girl, Luisa Calderon, but was not
sentenced, with the verdict later reversed following a retrial. He
resigned as governor following an investigation that revealed
allegations of even more cruel and brutal acts.
The news of the possible removal of the statue at St Paul’s
Cathedral was met with mixed reactions ranging from concerns
about history to others saying Picton was a sadist.
In Trinidad and Tobago, calls have also been made for
the removal of colonial monuments, with the Cross Rhodes
Freedom Project requesting that the government remove statues of Italian explorer Christopher Columbus, and other colonial figures.
Last June the group delivered a petition to Port-of-Spain
Mayor Joel Martinez arguing that the monuments of Columbus
glorify a historical figure infamous for his role in the genocide
of the First People, and initiation of the transatlantic slave trade.

Stuart Young

Keith Rowley

Abroad for Christmas?
Then join long line back
Young: Some returning nationals
quite demanding, insisting they
jump ahead to start of the line-up
Port-of-Spain – The easy part is nationals are being allowed
to leave Trinidad and Tobago to go abroad during the upcoming
holiday season; however, the hard part is there will be no preference given by the government to these returnees.
It means nationals who go abroad for the holidays will have
to join the lengthy line-up at the back of the line for government
exemptions to return to Trinidad and Tobago after Christmas.
Also, as with all returnees, requirements will have to be met for
re-entry, such as a negative Covid-19 test, and submitting to
being quarantined.
According to National Security Minister Stuart Young, a
number of nationals, who recently granted exemptions to leave
Trinidad and Tobago, were now seeking exemptions to return.
He noted that in a few cases, some of these nationals were being
quite demanding. These returnees will join the line-up, as they
cannot skip ahead of those who have been waiting for months,
Young declared.
Said Young: “What you are seeing is that the numbers continue to rise, and the breakdown of those statistics is that we
have persons who may have been domiciled outside of Trinidad
and Tobago… making their lives elsewhere, who joined the
queue to come home.”
There are two new categories of nationals seeking to return
to Trinidad and Tobago, Young said.
“Those categories now are those persons who… jump on
those flights to leave, and expect to again immediately turn
around when they finish their business outside. They are sometimes demanding to jump the queue to get back into Trinidad
ahead of those who are stuck outside. That is something our
policy has been fighting against, because we have always prioritised those who are stuck outside our borders,” Young said.
He added: “The next category… is [made up of] persons
who want to come home. We may have had students who were
studying outside… other nationals who are accustomed coming
home for Christmas or to Trinidad who haven't come home for
the year, they also now joined these numbers.”
Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley has reiterated that every
effort is being made to ensure nationals who want to return
home for Christmas are able to do so. However, he said not all
applications for exemption can be granted, as the repatriation
process must be carefully managed to avoid an explosion in
Covid-19 cases.
New protocols that took effect on November 15 now require
returning nationals to produce a negative Covid-19 PCR test 72
hours before entry. Upon arrival, the individual will be tested
again, and asked to quarantine at a State facility, or at a Statesupervised facility. They will be released following a second
negative test result after seven days.
Young added that the State-supervised quarantine option
requires returning nationals to cover the cost of their stay. The
Kapok Hotel, which has a 100-room capacity, will be used for
this purpose.
“We have agreed to now introduce another facility as a Statesupervised quarantine facility. This is the Kapok Hotel, which is
going to give us an additional 100 rooms. What am asking is for
the persons who may be fortunate enough to get into the queue
to come home for Christmas, we are going to be asking many of
them to utilise State-supervised quarantine. In other words, pay
for the hotel facilities in your seven days on arrival, because it
increases the amount of persons we can manage in our quarantine facilities,” he said.
To date the ministry has received 13,042 applications for
exemption, and has granted 7,204. According to Young, the
most vulnerable has been given the all-clear.
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Dr Sawh contrite as practice goes into jeopardy

Social media ‘outs’ history of verbal, racist abuse

Statement of apology by Sawh on “unguarded
moments” with an employee:
“Over the past week there have been numerous statements
in the public domain, both in the print and electronic media,
surrounding the contents of a conversation which transpired
in my private medical office between myself and an employee
of mine.
“In that conversation with my employee and in some
unguarded moments, I permitted myself to use certain very
offensive and derogatory remarks which could be reasonably
interpreted as very negative views towards certain ethnic
groups that make up our society as well as members of the
Trinidad and Tobago Police Service.
“For those statements I deeply and unreservedly apologise.
There can be no justification for the statements that I made
and I am stepping forth and manning up and I accept full
responsibility for the national outcry that those statements
have generated and the hurt that has been felt by varying sectors of the national community.
“I wish to apologise publicly for the statements that I made
on that occasion. Such statements, upon mature reflection,
have no place in the cosmopolitan, multi-ethnic, and multiracial society that we enjoy as Trinidadians and Tobagonians.
“I have brought odium, shame and embarrassment upon
my family, my employees, my community and my profession
and I truly regret that I felt the need to express myself in that
manner and I now understand fully, the damaging, dangerous and deleterious effect those statements have had and
the far-reaching consequences that can flow from recklessly
spoken words.”

Port-of-Spain – An official investigation was launched last should have known better. Think before you talk.”
week by the Medical Board of Trinidad and Tobago into the
Another FB poster, Jason Muhammad, said: “Now I’m not
behaviour of Dr Avinash Sawh, a medical doctor with his own entertaining his remarks; around election time it’s the same
practice in south Trinidad, who is heard in several audio record- thing on both sides. Trinidadians are a racist society, like it or
ings uttering racial slurs and verbally abusing an employee. The not; making him an example won’t stop anyone from being that
recordings were published on social media.
way. The end of the day, we all have a choice by boycotting his
According to the Board,
establishment.”
its council deliberated on the
Following Sawh’s apolmatter last Wednesday and
ogy, the Emancipation Support
made the decision to follow
Committee called for his medidue process.
cal licence to be revoked.
“As an initial step, corMeanwhile, fallout from
respondence will be sent to
Sawh’s controversy rippled into
Dr Avinash Sawh seeking an
the practice of another doctor
explanation,” the Board said.
with a similar surname, causIt also declared strong coning consultant urological surdemnation for any form of
geon Dr Lall Sawh to complain
racial discrimination, racial
he had become the recipient of
slurs, or verbal abuse by regan unintended backlash from
istered medical practitioners,
the public.
noting the Medical Board Act
No relation to Sawh, Dr Lall
indicates that these actions
reached out to the media to
can be potentially construed as
clear his name as the controinfamous and disgraceful conversy began dominating social
duct on the part of the doctor.
and traditional media, saying
According to the recordings
his surname and practice were
published via social media,
separate and distinct from
Sawh was heard informing an
those of the offending doctor.
employee to ask people apply“I regret I have to share
ing for the position of nurse
the same surname with him,
Sawh (left) with his attorney, Martin George
at his clinic to submit a photoalthough we are not related,”
graph in order to verify race. He claimed some of his East Indian Dr Lall affirmed.
patients were uncomfortable with nurses of African descent.
Dr Lall is a senior medical practitioner in Trinidad and
The doctor heads Sawh’s Medical Associates, which is located Tobago, and has a long career introducing revolutionary treatin Phillipine, San Fernando.
ment in his field. An executive member of the Society of
Sawh is also heard in the recording derogating police officers Surgeons, Dr Lall introduced keyhole surgery to Trinidad and
using destructive, negative stereotyping and deplorable, racist Tobago, and in 1988 became the first doctor in the Caribbean to
language. The recording also revealed his threats to fire the transplant a kidney from a live donor to a recipient.
employee if she spoke of reporting him to the Labour Board
The case of mistaken identity was harming his practice, Dr
over outstanding wages.
Lall Sawh claimed.
Last week at a virtual news conference with his attorney
“It is affecting my practice. People are mistaking me for him,”
Martin George at his side, a contrite Sawh apologised profusely he complained.
to nationals for his behaviour, promising that in the future he
He noted with dismay the mistake was even made on a local
would hire nurses based on their qualifications, and not race.
radio station, with a caller correcting the announcer.
Social media saw a mix of opinions, with Facebook users
Said Dr Lall: “[One] of my patients told me he was advised
mostly calling for forgiveness but tempering the responses say- by a colleague not to see me. The patient said he was told, ‘Don’t
ing there was need for official intervention and a punitive repri- go to that doctor. That doctor racist too bad.’ It is affecting me,
mand. There were also calls to boycott Sawh’s medical practice. and I want to make it clear Dr Avinash Sawh is neither my son,
Said a Facebook user, Shinikka Osborne: “I for one, will nor my relative’.”
never feel comfortable entering or going to your business to seek
He added, “I would like to distance myself from Dr Avinash
any medical assistance. I’m good. Again, what you said is exactly Sawh. I absolutely abhor his statements, and I think his behavhow you feel. You just angry you got caught. As a doctor, you iour is despicable.”

Port-of-Spain – Vegetable costs were trending upwards last
week into more robust territory, the meatier prices attributed
to flooding and leaner production, a consequence of Covid-19
restrictions.
By the time November rolled in, the national ‘choka’ cuisine
was taking a pounding, the price of tomatoes crushing wallets
with an increase of almost $10 [all currency TTD], moving
upwards from around $12 per pound to as much as $22 in some
areas. Tomatoes are a vegetarian staple in Trinidad and Tobago,
and the core ingredient in one of the nation’s top dishes, considered to be royalty in a cuisine that easily converts a vast array
of vegetables into “chokas”, a highly-seasoned, peppery sauce.
Melongene, or the popular “baigan”, also a star in the firmament of “choka” dishes, also saw it taking a roasting with its
price, moving from a low of $5 per pound three weeks ago to a
spicier, too-hot-to-handle $12-$15 per pound last week.
According to “choka” afficionados in Trinidad and Tobago,
the unconscionable escalation in the prices of tomatoes and
“baigan” was also due to the vegetables being pegged to Diwali
celebrations and its all-vegetarian fare, the festival celebrated
last Saturday, which saw increased demand. Diwali is a time
when some vendors and wholesalers tip the scales in response
to demand, and covertly manage supply.
While it appeared there was a shortage of tomatoes and
“baigan” at the markets across the country, at the same time
the National Agricultural Marketing and Development
Corporation’s daily price tracker was pegging the wholesale cost
of tomatoes at an optimistic $33.07 per kilogram (or 2.2 lbs), at
just over $15 a pound.
Last week vendors were complaining about a scarcity of tra-

due to losses from flooding, and noted bundles of chives, which
were selling for $3 each in late October, were priced $5 each, or
three for $10 last week in some places.
Prices for peppers were also taking some heat last week, with
its wholesale cost of $200 for 40 pounds in late October hitting
the red zone at $500, causing retailers to dish out individual
peppers, breaking up the set at $2 each.
“That’s the price from the farmers; it is normal at this time of
year. Pepper is always a problem at this time of year. It is a very
sensitive crop, and a lot of farmers struggled this year because
of prolonged wet conditions,” a vendor in central Trinidad said.
The increases in the price of vegetables were blamed on supply and demand, as well as bad weather, which mostly impacted
ground-level crops, and the uncertainty over Covid-19.
Patchoi was also scarce, and was being sold for $10-$12 per
bundle, while if local cauliflower was to be found at all, it was
being sold around $15 a pound. However, imported cauliflower
was in the markets, which vendors said customers were willing
to pay up to $30 per head. Bodi, or bora, was stringing along at
$10 a bundle, with its wholesale price pegged at $60 per fivepound bundle on Namdevco’s online price tracker.
The price for cucumber kept its cool since it was plentiful,
and was going for about $3 per pound. Namdevco also placed
the price per kilogram of pumpkin at $5.51 per pound, which
was reflected in the real world of the market with retail prices of
around $4 per pound.
Ochroes kept a steady head at $15 per 100, with most retailers selling two to three ochroes per dollar. Dasheen bush was
also plentiful, and was tumbling into shopping baskets for
between $8 to $10 per bundle.

Dr Avinash Sawh

‘Choka’ cuisine challenged: tomato, ‘baigan’ prices go up

19

ditional Diwali staples as well. Among the hard-to-find vegetables were ‘chataigne’, known as ‘katahar’ in Guyana, and mango.
Said a vendor at the Chaguanas market: “Things like mango
and ‘chataigne’, which we are also not getting – I believe this is
because of the rain this year. A lot of suppliers of ‘chataigne’ are
saying they had no crop this year.”
This year the rainy season in Trinidad and Tobago was
unseasonably wetter, which triggered flooding in the southern,
central, and eastern parts of Trinidad. According to suppliers,
this year the floods have rippled heavily into “choka” cuisines,
forcing tomato and ‘baigan’ prices upwards.
“There were a lot of problems with rot and mould this season, and with certain pests. I know some farmers who didn’t
harvest melongene at all,” a farmer said last week.
The farmer said prices of green seasonings had also climbed
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Soumitra Chatterjee - 1935-2020

Sangam marked the entry of Raj Kapoor’s cinema into the colour era, among other firsts

In Kapoor’s Sangam art & ‘reel’ imitate real life

R

aj Kapoor’s Sangam (1964) was a great confluence of art, imitating real life. For instance, Vyjayanthimala who decided
glamour and entertainment. Though most of the films
not to look back after marriage seems to be a straight lift of the
made under the banner of RK films set one trend or the similar resolve of Nargis in real life.
other, this love story occupies a unique place in the annals of
It is said that Raj Kapoor cast Vyjayanthimala as the heroine
Hindi film history. It has possibly inspired maximum number of so that he could pull her out of his archrival Dilip Kumar’s
producers to make movies with romantic themes, not to speak
“camp”. Dilip-Vyjayanthi was one of the most popular screen
of those who ended up blindly
pairs at that time.
imitating the magnum opus.
In any case, the beautiful
So strong was the impact
tale of love, misunderstanding,
and the popularity of the movie
separation, sacrifice, rejection
fter the premiere of the film a major fight
that down the years filmmakers
and dejection backed by great
broke out between Raj Kapoor and writer
have lifted even the titles of
performances and melodious
Inder Raj Anand. Inder slapped Raj Kapoor.
their movies from its songs
music simply mesmerised the
After that Raj Kapoor and the entire team of
(Mere Sanam, Bol Radha Bol,
moviegoers. Cinema halls of
Sangam boycotted any film that Inder Raj
Radha ka Sangam, Har Dil Jo
several small centres, in fact,
Anand wrote. Inder thereafter lost 18 films
Pyar Karega, and others). And if
witnessed advance booking for
which caused him to have a heart attack. Sensthere is Sangam Hotel, Sangam
a film for the first time for this
ing that the fight had taken an ugly turn, Raj
Restaurant or Sangam cinema
movie.
Kapoor went back to Inder and apologised.
hall in your vicinity, don’t rack
The love triangle of Sangam
your brain too much to find out
was an appropriate analogy
aj Kapoor had narated the story of Sanwhat made their owners choose
for the confluence of Ganga,
gam to Vyjanthimala and told her she
that name!
Yamuna, and Saraswati.
would be Radha in the film. Some time passed
Incidentally, Sangam marked
Remember the climax scene
and Raj Kapoor was still waiting for her reply.
the entry of Raj Kapoor’s cinema
where Rajinder Kumar is
One day he sent her telegram asking, 'bol
into colour era (its technicolour
about to die after having shot
radha bol yeh sangam hoga ya nahin?' Vyjanprints were reportedly processed
at himself. He utters Sangam
thimala also replied with a telegram, saying,
in London). This was also the
Ganga aur Jamuna ka hi hota
'hoga....hoga.....hoga..!' So here Raj Kapoor
first film of Raj Kapoor shot
hai aur sangam ke liye Saraswati
got the idea of the song, "bol radha bol..."
abroad. In fact, the picture
ko lupt hona hi padta hai while
Sangam was the first Hindi film to be shot in
postcard of foreign scenes,
we see his face going down
Europe.
shot by Radhu Karmakar, had
gradually before disappearing
such a hypnotic effect on the
from the screen (an analogous
or the shooting of the song Yeh Mehra Prem Patrar...
viewers that shooting films on
of Saraswati). What remains on
Raj Kapoor had in mind to shoot the song someforeign soil became a fad among
the screen are the faces of Raj
where in New Delhi. His unit went to New Delhi looking
filmmakers in the wake of
Kapoor and Vyjayanthimala
for that location, but couldn’t find. But by the end of their
Sangam. So we had An Evening
(metaphorical Ganga and
stay he suddenly saw the place, and confirmed it was
in Paris, Night in London,
Yamuna). So now you know why
exactly what he was looking for.
Around the World, Spy in Rome
Raj Kapoor is called a cinematic
It was a restricted government area. Raj Kapoor oband so many other movies
genius.
tained permission from the authorities and filmed the song
hitting the screen in the 1960s.
Sangam fetched Raj Kapoor
there with satisfaction.
Raj Kapoor was actually
the coveted Filmfare Award for
desirous of making this film in
Best Direction and Best Editing,
the late 1940s under the title of Gharonda with Dilip Kumar,
while Vyjayanthimala walked away with the Best Actress
Nargis, and himself in the main roles. Inder Raj Anand even
trophy.
penned its story around the time RK was making his first film
Incidentally, Shanker and Jaikishan tricked Lata Mangeshkar
Aag.
into singing a number for this movie of the kind which she
For one reason or the other, however, the showman kept on
always abhorred – Main ka karoon Ram mujhe Buddha mil
postponing the project before he finally came down to making
gaya. Several years later, Lata said in a TV interview that in her
it around 1962. Nargis had by then said goodbye to films
entire career she had felt embarrassed only while recording this
following her marriage to Sunil Dutt. When Raj approached
number!
Dilip Kumar to play the role of Gopal, the latter said that he
Incidentally, the movie also became the cause of an
would not mind doing any of the two main roles provided he
unfortunate controversy between Shanker and Jaikishan.
was given the right to edit the final copy of the film. RK, who
The number Dost dost na naha composed by Shanker found
would not accept any such condition, then approached Dev
rubbing shoulders on the popularity charts with Ye mera
Anand for the role. However, he too declined the offer, citing
prem patra padh kar which was Jaikishan’s composition.
“date problems” as the reason. The role ultimately fell into
Shanker accused Jaikishan of having revealed this in an
Rajinder Kumar’s lap.
interview in violation of an understanding between them
Incidentally, Sangam had a special significance in Raj
that the tunes, despite being composed separately by them,
Kapoor’s film career as this was the first time he was wielding
would always be publicly identified as Shanker-Jaikishan’s.
the megaphone for a movie after the marriage of Nargis, who
The bitterness generated by the controversy took its toll on a
was known to be his love and inspiration till then. In fact, one
number of subsequent assignments as they reportedly stopped
wonders if it was Nargis’ marriage that finally inspired him
entertaining suggestions from each other.
to translate his 15-year-old idea on the screen. After all, there
Incidentally, the piano riffs in Dost dost... which were highly
were a number of situations where ‘reel life’ seemed to be
appreciated by lovers of music were played by Shanker himself!
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egendary Indian actor Soumitra Chatterjee died
on November 15 from complications caused
by Covid-19. Born in Krishnanagar in 1935,
the 85-year-old actor was admitted to hospital in
Kolkata city on October 6 after testing positive for the
coronavirus.
Chatterjee was well-known for his work with Oscarwinning director Satyajit Ray, and had a six-decade-long
career in Bengali language films. He starred in more than
300 movies, and was an accomplished playwright, theatre
actor, and poet.
He was best-known for his work with Ray, one of
Bollywood’s most influential directors and maker of the
much-feted Apu Trilogy. The series followed the life of
a man who grew up in a Bengali village, with the films
winning critical acclaim and many awards worldwide.
The third movie of the trilogy, Apur Sansar, released
in 1959, was Chatterjee’s debut film. Following this
debut, Chatterjee went on to star as the lead actor in 14
of Ray’s other films.
Chatterjee was awarded the Dada Saheb Phalke
Award, the highest honour in Indian cinema, in 2012
and 2018. He also received France’s highest award, the
Legion of Honour.
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Asif Basra - 1967-2020

ctor Asif Basra, best known for his starring role
in the 2006 Outsourced, was found dead on
November 12 in Dharamsala, northern India.
He was 53.
Police are treating the death as a suicide, Variety
reported.
Born in Amravati in 1967, Basra garnered several
international credits. There was Quicksand in 2002, a
joint venture between the US and India, directed by Sam
Firstenberg, starring Michael Dudikoff.
He was prominent in Indian independent films as
well, including Black Friday in 2004, directed by Anurag
Kashyap, and Parzania in 2005, made by Rahul Dholakia.
A role as one of the leads in Outsourced in 2006
brought Basra to international attention. Also in 2006, he
appeared in Michael O. Sajbel’s One Night with the King,
a cast that included Omar Sharif and Peter O’Toole.
He also had recently finished production on the crime
drama thriller Black Bud, directed by Amol Kale.
The shock of friends and colleagues reverberated
across the industry following news of his death, with
Priyanka Chopra paying tribute to him.
“RIP Asif Basra. A terrible loss of a talented, versatile
artist. My deepest condolences to the family,” she
tweeted.
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Afghan women making preparations for international events

I

nternational women’s cricket crossed a significant boundary
last month with an announcement from the Afghanistan
Cricket Board it will award 25 central contracts to players
taken from its national talent pool. The 25 players who will
receive the contracts are to be drawn from a national team
trial camp that was held last month at the Kabul International
Stadium.
The purpose of the camp is to prepare the women cricketers
for international events, the ACB said, adding that 40 players
are taking part in the camp, from which 25 will be selected for
the next phase.
“The Afghan women have a lot of abilities. I am delighted
that the women of Afghanistan are united. I am confident that
with the help of God, we will have a good team out of this camp,”
said Tooba Sangar, chairperson the women’s cricket department
of the ACB.
“We are excited to create the women’s cricket team in
Afghanistan. This is a major gain for the Cricket Board. The
women will represent Afghanistan in the international level.
We will provide all our support to them,” said Hekmat Hassan,
director of ACB media department.
While the move is promising for women’s cricket,
ESPNcricinfo’s Peter Della Penna reported the ACB also said
cultural sensitivities may make it far more challenging for the
women to be able to rise up in the ICC global rankings as the
men’s team has done in the last ten years.
“We need to go steadily and gradually,” an ACB official told
ESPNcricinfo. The official requested anonymity, due to what
was described as “complex” reactions within Afghanistan to the
plans for women’s cricket.
Said the official: “We need to be very careful, given what is
happening in this country because of security. In countries like
Afghanistan, it is quite challenging. The first thing is we should
not challenge the cultural and traditional norms and principles.
We should go ahead understanding the context. We should not
copy-and-paste what is happening in other countries. It’s absolutely not comparable.”
Additionally, the official said, “[We] need to be very careful

Board awards contracts to 25 players selected from the national pool
about moving forward, but the
intention is there, and the vision
is there. You never know. If
things improve in this country, if
there is stability in this country,
we could have some surprises
in terms of women’s cricket. But
it depends on what is happening in this country in terms of
political and social situation. We
are in dire need of resources
and facilities that people do not
question in terms of religion and
cultural issues.”
Evidence that the game is
spreading beyond Kabul was
noted with the next biggest
group of players attending the
October women’s national camp
Participants at the women’s trial camp held earlier this month in Kabul
coming from the Herat Province, which is located in the western religion and the culture, and that requires isolated facilities for
part of the country bordering Iran.
the women. That is lacking in Afghanistan. We don’t even have
As ESPNcricinfo reported, the contracts for the women’s enough facilities for the men in Afghanistan at basic standards,
players will be 12 months in length, and will be reviewed on a leaving aside international standards. This would be the biggest
rolling six-month basis. The exact remuneration for the players challenge.”
was not disclosed by the ACB.
The official added: “If we have isolated facilities specific to
Women’s cricket in Afghanistan faces numerous hurdles, women, I’m sure it will somehow reduce the public reaction
a few of these being at the basic and logistical levels, with a because they know there are no specific facilities for women.
major obstacle being the availability of women’s-only facilities. The morale situation for fighting and war in this country is
According to an official, the recent women’s national team camp affecting all cricket, including women’s cricket.”
was organised in a timeframe that did not clash with activities
When Afghanistan was elevated to Test status, it was the only
by the men’s national team players at the Kabul International nation in the 12 Full Member countries without a functioning
Stadium. During the women’s camp, no men were allowed to be women’s national team. To date, Afghanistan has not entered a
present at the stadium.
women’s team to compete in any ICC or Asian Cricket Council
Said another official, “We have some very good plans for regional tournament.
women, but the problem is the facilities to accommodate them.
However, the latest pledge to award central contracts is a
Unlike the western countries, here you need to respect the move local officials hope will demonstrate to the rest of the

Rafiq details difficult experiences at Yorkshire

A

zeem Rafiq told the legal firm investigating his allegations of racism at Yorkshire about being “bullied and
targeted” because of his race while representing the
club, ESPNcricinfo’s George Dobell reported last week.
Rafiq followed this statement with an appearance before
the investigation team by video link on November 13 to field
questions. During the video link, he also claimed Asian players
were sometimes called “Pakis” and “elephant washers”. He also
noted he experienced non-white players being told to “go back
to where you came from”.
He also repeated the earlier claim made to ESPNcricinfo that
these experiences left him “feeling suicidal”, and were significant contributors to ending his cricket career.
Rafiq’s “damming statement”,
according to ESPNcricinfo, also refers
to what he described as “communication”, which he alleges “reflected
broader conversations and club culture” that stated “only a few Pakis are
okay to go through… We cannot have
too many of them”.
The statement also expresses discomfort about the “drinking culture
at the club and within cricket”, and
the “peer pressure to participate” amid
general “insensitivity towards Muslim
Azeem
players and supporters”, ESPNcricinfo
reported.
Rafiq also noted “incidents of racist comments” from
Yorkshire’s supporters, and “incidents of alcohol being thrown
at matches, including on Asian supporters, which were not
investigated or properly addressed”.
He claims of being “ridiculed” for not drinking, and was
excluded from social events as a result. Rafiq said not “becoming part of that social scene very much reflected on how I was
treated in the dressing room and on the field”; so he “gave into
social pressure”.
Said Rafiq: “It was so important to me to feel accepted; to
not feel isolated; to not feel shunned. I was letting go of those
values that were so important to me by consuming alcohol.
Subconsciously, I was being made to change who I was, not
because it was required for me to become the best sportsman in
my field… but simply for the reason of being in an environment
that would not leave me isolated.”
Rafiq also provided examples of “racist comments” that were
disguised as “banter”, describing it as “constant abuse” that led
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him to “feel worthless and totally isolated”.
These incidents were raised with the club, he said; however,
“nothing was done” to address them, adding there were just
about 60 days where he “enjoyed playing cricket with the club
where I have not had to endure abuse”.
Said Rafiq: “The remainder of my time at the club has been
filled with many dark moments where I have been left isolated,
lonely, bullied and targeted because of my race. If my race had
not played a part in this treatment, I would have witnessed other
British white players treated in the same manner.”
He added: “I was singled out specifically because I was Asian.
It was as if I was being reprimanded for
my race by engaging with white players
as if to remind me that it was not my
place, that I did not belong with them.”
Yorkshire launched the investigation
in September following Rafiq’s interview with ESPNcricinfo. The probe is
being run by the legal firm, Squire
Patton Boggs, with a sub-committee
that includes several prominent figures
within the British-Asian cricket community appointed to review the information.
Yorkshire previously expressed the
hope the panel will complete their
report before the end of the year, though
Rafiq
issues with the composition of the subcommittee may have caused delays. Rafiq’s legal team raised
concerns over two members of the panel, neither of whom
remain on it, saying he had previously registered his concerns
with them and was underwhelmed by the lack of response.
The club also declined to publish the terms of reference of the
enquiry, and dismissed concerns of conflict of interest, despite
the fact the club chairman, Roger Hutton, once worked for
Squire Patton Boggs.
Said Rafiq: “I have spoken out about the racism I faced
because I don’t want kids to go through what I did. I want to see
kids starting off their journey in cricket in a culture of acceptance and respect, where they are judged on their talent and not
on their culture and identity.”
He added: “I hope that the investigation will result in meaningful change at the club and in the sport. I am grateful for
the outpouring of support and words of encouragement I have
received, in particular from parents who have shared their concerns about how their kids have been treated and who want to
see change.”

world Afghanistan’s commitment to making women’s cricket
a meaningful part of this nation’s overall game plan going forward.
“It is not very easy to engage women in education, sports,
health or any other sector," an ACB official said. “What we
have seen from the men’s point of view, [is]… some very good
progress that the men have done extremely well in terms of the
cricket development of Afghanistan. We thought we can also
encourage women. We are being careful, but the plans will proceed and we will see how the women progress.”

Hurricanes blast ahead

A

timely intervention by West Indies Women’s allrounder, Barbadian Hayley Matthews helped push
Hobart Hurricanes to a seven-wicket victory over the
Melbourne Renegades in the Women’s Big Bash League last
week.
Arriving at the wicket at number four, Matthews added
a helpful 20 runs to New Zealand’s Rachel Priest top score
of 42, and South African Chloe Tryon support of 36, to take
Hurricanes to 143 for seven. It was a useful total that put
the wind in Hurricanes’ sails in the 20-overs allocation after
the team were sent in to bat at the Blacktown International
Sportspark.
Matthews followed up her run-acquiring generosity with a
thrifty bowling spell that saw her taking two for 19 from her
allotted four overs. Belinda Vakarewa took two for 20 from her
four overs, the combined effort restricting Renegades to 134
for five in their 20 overs.
This was the third victory for the team in the eightteam competition, which took them to six points, placing
the Hurricanes a category up to seventh place ahead of the
Renegades.
Matthews arrived at the crease with Hurricanes on 60 for
two in the ninth over. She went on to share small stands with
Priest and Tryon, their combined efforts taking the score past
100 before she was caught in the deep in the 17th over, giving
Sophie Molineux the second of her two wickets. Tryon hit
three fours and one six in her innings, adding to the 28 she
contributed to the Hurricanes total in the final three overs.
Matthews returned later to acquire Molineux’s wicket in
the sixth over, putting Renegades at 27 for two in the sixth
over. South African Lizelle Lee hit 38, New Zealander Amy
Satterthwaite made 32, and Courtney Webb added 30 to boost
the Renegades total, the effort contributing to the Hurricane’s
path to victory.
Matthews removed Lee in the 17th over with 42 needed
from 23 balls. The target prove to be unattainable for the
remaining Renegades’ bats.
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Gayle soars to lofty heights, hitting 1,000 T20 sixes

C

hris Gayle blew away yet another record last week,
the West Indies’ batsman showing no signs yet of
getting ready for his vintage years ahead when he hit
his 1,000th six in T20 cricket, UK sports reporter Andy Bull
reported in The Guardian.
Gayle hit the summit with this latest record for the
Rajasthan Royals against Kings XI Punjab in Abu Dhabi on
November 6. As Bull reports, he achieved this
lofty height with a slightly manic pull shot over
midwicket, off the bowling of the 19-year-old
Kartik Tyagi. As Bull noted, perhaps it was Tyagi’s
inexperience, this being his first season in the IPL,
that made him not know it was not a wise decision
to put a chest-high bouncer to Gayle, who at the
time was 85 not out at the death.
It took the more wily Jofra Archer to rattle
Gayle’s leg-stump in the next over. Gayle was
bowled at 99, and like the stump, he too was rattled,
the missed yorker seeing him angrily tossing his bat
into square leg. However, he quickly regained his
composure after the initial disappointment he did
not turn the century, and right away congratulated
Archer by slapping his hand before leaving the field.
As Bull reported, Gayle’s response following the
revelation he had hit his 1,000th six was: “Another
record? Oh man!” His astonishing achievement at
the summit was not clouded by his near-miss of the 100, after
Archer’s yorker undermined his defence.
In Bull’s words, “Another record. The dimensions of this one
are so big that it’s hard to find a yardstick to measure it by. You
might as well use London buses, football fields, blue whales
instead of batting statistics.”
He added: “Gayle hasn’t just hit more sixes than any other
batsman in T20 cricket; he has hit 307 more sixes than any
other batsman in T20 cricket. No one comes close. Kieron
Pollard, who is [in second place], has 694; Brendon McCullum,
third, has 485. If you take all the sixes M. S. Dhoni has hit in his
career and add them together with all the sixes Virat Kohli has
hit in his career, and then throw in all the sixes Yuvraj Singh
has hit in his career, you still don’t come close to Gayle’s total in
T20s.”
Bull’s research turned up a few more astonishing,
comparative details. He has scored more runs in sixes alone
than the vast majority of players make in entire T20 careers.
As he noted, there “are only 36 other batsmen who have made
more than 6,000 T20 runs”.
He added, “Gayle is so far ahead that you have to start
measuring him against entire countries. He hasn’t just hit
more sixes than any player, he has hit more sixes than any
international team; more than Australia have managed in 968

‘The dimensions of this one are so big,
it’s hard to find a yardstick to measure
it by. You might as well use London
buses, football fields, & blue whales...’

Chris Gayle
international T20 innings; more than all the 152 players who
have taken strike for Bangladesh and Sri Lanka have between
the lot of them in 15 years of international T20 cricket.”
In fact, Bull lifted Gayle above the boundary of mere mortal
cricketers, saying, “He’s a one-man superpower, the Jeff Bezos
of boundary hitting”.
Additionally, “[Gayle] hit sixes for 26 teams in 13 different
leagues across eight different countries and five continents,
[and] has broken the records for most sixes in the Indian
Premier League, the Caribbean Premier League, and the
Bangladesh Premier League. So long as Gayle is playing, it’s
always six o’clock somewhere in the world.”
Bull also noted that Gayle holds the record for hitting the
most sixes in all forms of international cricket (534 in Test
matches, one-day matches, and T20s for the West Indies),
which makes it possible that he hit more sixes than anyone
else in the history of the game; additionally, with no records
available for first class and List A cricket, it is impossible to say
for sure if he is has also gone beyond these boundaries.
However, with T20 played in an era when each and every
ball has been recorded, it means the data are available for all
of Gayle’s sixes. In fact, the data are so detailed that Gayle’s
very first six is noted, which was a lofted on-drive off George
O’Brien for Jamaica against Bermuda in the Stanford 20/20
in 2006; and of course, similarly recorded was his 1,001st,

which was a swat over the leg-side off a full toss from the
inexperienced Tyagi.
Dipping into his pool of recall favourite sixes, Bull noted
the three Gayle took off Brett Lee at the Oval during the World
T20 in 2009. One shot was a pull that stuck wings onto the
ball so it soared out of the ground; the second, another pull,
was catapulted out of the ground, crossed a main road without
looking both ways, and ended up in the compound
of the Archbishop Tenison’s school; the third flew
into the stands at midwicket, and appeared to put
up a fuss before settling down to build a nest and
start a small, leathery family.
It was an expensive spell for Lee, four overs that
cost 56 runs; in the end, Gayle left the pitch with 88
off 50 balls, a total that helped the West Indies to
victory by seven wickets.
As Bull noted of Gayle’s pivoting, his search for
trajectory with body positioning, along with his
keen eye and accompanying stroke-play, “[These]
were shots that shook the game. It was one of those
moments when the sport seemed to take a sudden
leap forward in the space of a single, short spell of
play, a breathtakingly exciting contest between one
of the world’s best, and fastest, bowlers, and its most
destructive batsmen. Those six deliveries gave a
glimpse of the unimagined potential of the format.”
Such was Gayle’s chutzpah, zeal, and energy more than a
decade ago, Bull said, while noting anecdotes as these are now
“ancient lore in a game that moves on so quickly”.
He added, “Gayle is 41 now, and has grey streaks in his
beard. He is a liability in the field, and sometimes he even
seems like a burden on his batting partners because he turns
down so many singles. But, whatever else they tell you, there’s
enough of the old magic there. Kings XI were bottom of the
table this season, till they brought him in to bat at No 3, then
they won five in a row.”
In the faster-pace of today’s game, where youthfulness and
its raw energy are driving younger and faster players forward,
Gayle is now at “the point where he’s fending off questions
about his retirement plans”. Bull also noted Gayle’s fans “hang
on his tweets, wondering if they ought to read more into them
than is really there”. Earlier this month, he tweeted to his
followers to keep watching the IPL, “[Even] though my season
has come to an end”, leaving his fans to wonder whether Gayle
is finally winded, and may be winding down.
But tweets can be quite prosaic, as Bull noted; on the other
hand, Gayle can also be such a blow-hard, except during
those precious moments after he has struck the ball a really
hard blow: it is then when both he, and the missile he has just
unleashed, really soars.

Bravo, Hetmyer give edge to Windies’ bats in NZ

T
GBC planning to restart cricket

T

he Guyana Cricket Board last week indicated plans are
being made for several tournaments to close out the
year pending Ministry of Health approval and good
weather. The move comes with relaxation of Covid-19 measures
that shut down sports in Guyana earlier this year.
According to the GCB, four tournaments are being
scheduled for the latter part of 2020, and will start with the
National Over 40 competition.
“The GCB trusts that the National Over 40 tournament will
continue to realise its objective of bringing former experienced
players back to the cricket environment, and thereby serving
as an impetus for their involvement in relevant facets of
the administration of the game, inclusive of coaching and
mentorship,” the board said last week.
The Over 40 tournament will be followed by the hosting of
the GCB Hand-In-Hand Under 19 Inter-County Three-Day,
and One-Day 50 overs tournaments. These matches will target
players who were eligible to play the Under-19 Inter-County
tournament earlier this year, GCB said.
GCB added the year is scheduled to conclude with an
exciting T20 tournament involving the eight CGI Franchise
league teams that will compete for a winning purse.
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he return of batting pair Darren Bravo and Shimron England… that’s when you start getting people converting from
Hetmyer would trigger competitiveness within the Test fifties to hundreds.”
squad, and push the batsmen who toured England this
An opening pair continues to be of concern for the West Insummer to improve their game, West Indies head coach Phil dies selectors. Brathwaite scored 176 runs in England at an avSimmons said last week.
erage of 29.33, and Campbell could only manage 84 runs at an
The team is currently in New Zealand, and will play three T20 average of 16.80. The selectors have put their faith in Campbell
matches from November 27-30, and two Test matches starting and Brathwaite for the New Zealand tour.
December 3.
Simmons said the coaching staff had not considered Hetmyer
Bravo and Hetmyer chose not to tour England in June and opening the innings, saying, “That has not really been looked at;
July for a three-match Test series due
but as you say, it’s always a possibility. The thing
to personal concerns over Covid-19
about it is [after he gets here from the Indian
safety. All rounder Keemo Paul,
Premier League] we can see what’s happenwho is also in New Zealand,
ing… but as for now it is not something
made a similar decision to
that we’ve looked into.”
pass on the English tour.
Simmons noted the West Indies’
The West Indies batting
batsmen were going to have to adjust
lineup during the England
to the conditions that may favour
series was inconsistent;
the New Zealand bowlers.
however, Simmons felt the
“We know that when you
return of Bravo and Hetcome [to] New Zealand…
myer to the squad should
[they] leave a lot of grass on
address this inconsistency.
the wickets; but the one thing
Other batsmen availis that the wickets play really
able for selection to boost
good, so it is about adjusting
the runs are openers John
to that in the time that we
Campbell and Kraigg
have, even the four-day game
Darren Bravo (left) and Shimron Hetmyer (right)
Brathwaite,
Jermaine
before the Test match. By that
Blackwood, Shamarh Brooks, and Roston Chase. Captain Jason time, hopefully, we would have adjusted properly to that, and
Holder and wicket-keeper Shane Dowrich solidify the middle know exactly how each and everyone has to bat and bowl on
order.
these wickets,” he said.
“When you have competition for places, then people have to
Captain Kieron Pollard will lead the West Indies T20 team
perform to hold on to their places, and this is a good thing that without experienced campaigner Dwayne Bravo, after the methe two guys who missed out in England are two of what we dium pacer picked up a groin injury in the IPL. Simmons said it
would consider our top Test players,” Simmons said last week.
is a “concern”, but Dwayne can regain his fitness before the T20
He added: “That is added pressure for the guys who were in World Cup in October 2021.
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The Stanley District

A spectacular new master
planned community is
taking shape. Comprised
Star ting
of stellar condominium
from mid residences, a boutique
$400s!
hotel and street level
retail, The Stanley District
is bringing a new level
of luxury and panache
to Niagara’s evolving
landscape. Close to all
the cultural offerings and
amenities of this vibrant
area, The Stanley District
is securely entrenched
within one of the city’s most
desirable communities.

The Dylan Condominiums

North York, ON

647-708-4772

Oak St., Toronto

Niagara Falls, ON

Introducing The Dylan, a
brand-new mid-rise condominium coming to St Lawrence
Ave W & Dufferin St in North
York! This exciting new address will provide its future
residents with highly sought
after conveniences being just a
3 minute walk from Glencairn
Station and moments from the
upcoming Eglinton Crosstown
LRT, University of Toronto,
York University, Yorkdale Mall,
Downtown Toronto, TTC Transit,
Major Highways, Downsview
Park and so much more!

Zafar Twaheer
Broker

FOR
SALE
$649,000

Great Opportunity to Own A
Newly Renovated Open Concept End Unit Townhome in
Prime Location Close to Everything!! Second Floor Loaded
With 9 Ft Ceilings, Large Breakfast/Dining Area with Large Sun
Filled Windows! Close to TTC,
Up Express ,401, and Schools!

Queens Quay, Toronto
Water-club 1B/1 Bath Condo
with Lakeview.
Queens Quay, Toronto
Great Layout. Walking Distance
to Financial District, Union
Station, Scotiabank Arena and
Harbourfront. Steps to Shopping, Restaurants, Parks, Bike
Trail, Ferry Etc. TTC At Door!!

$689,000
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Perch Condo

If you are in search of a
Toronto townhouse for sale,
look no further! With its central location between the 401
and 407, PRESTO provides
quick access to the DVP/404
as well. Conveniently close
to schools, shops, restaurants, and recreation, with
a TTC bus stop just steps
from your door. Plus, nearby
attractions ranging from the
Toronto Zoo to Rouge Park.

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

$949,000
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Emerald City 1 is a luxury condominium that defines this new
community at the corner of Sheppard and Don Mills; a particular North York location that is becoming one of the city's most
sought-after places to live.

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

The Mill Landing Condos Georgetown, ON
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647-852-7243
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PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts
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Victory Green Markham, ON
Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.

Scarborough, ON

Presto Towns Scarborough, ON
se
ea95
L
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Fo $1

Newly Renovated 3 Bedrooms
Detached Home with Basement
in-law Suite North Whitby Community. Ceramic Floor & Mirrored Closet Doors. Minutes to
All Major Amenities & 407/401
Highways. Private Backyd W/
No Neighbours in the Back.

North York, ON

437-235-7599

Gaze upon an endless
canopy of green. Indulge in
spectacular amenities. Gift
your life the luxury of space.
Welcome to ravine-side living.
Residences will be close
by to University of Toronto
Scarborough campus, parks,
schools, lakes and so much
more. Also, a quick 8-minute
drive to the Old Kingston
Road GO Station which
allows you easy commute to
Downtown Toronto’s Union
GO station.

Whitby

Emerald City Condominiums

Shawn Ambedkar
Sales Representative

An idyllic location, that boasts a quaint village environment
with vibrant urban conveniences. Come home to an elevated community featuring a modern boutique building that
invites exclusive condominium suites & luxurious amenities
that complement your life with abundance and ease.
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